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Invariant Ka¨hler potentials and symplectic
reduction
P. Heinzner & B. Stratmann
Abstract
For a proper Hamiltonian action of a Lie group G on a Ka¨hler manifold
(X,ω) with momentum map µ we show that the symplectic reduction
µ−1(0)/G is a normal complex space. Every point in µ−1(0) has a G-
stable open neighborhood on which ω and µ are given by a G-invariant
Ka¨hler potential. This is used to show that µ−1(0)/G is a Ka¨hler space.
Furthermore we examine the existence of potentials away from µ−1(0)
with both positive and negative results.
Let (X,ω) be a Ka¨hler manifold and G a closed Lie subgroup of the group
IsoO(X) of holomorphic isometries of the Ka¨hler structure. Since G is closed
in IsoO(X), the G-action is proper. We will assume that the action of G on
X is Hamiltonian, meaning that a momentum map µ : X → Lie(G)∗ is given.
This is a G-equivariant map with Lie(G)∗ endowed with the coadjoint action
such that for each ξ ∈ Lie(G) the corresonding component function µξ satisfies
dµξ = ıξ˜ω. We will refer to (X,G, ω, µ) as a Hamiltonian Ka¨hler manifold.
The symplectic reduction of X is defined as the quotient M/G where M =
µ−1(0). On M we have the sheaf OM = OX |M where OX denotes the sheaf of
holomorphic functions on X . Sections of OM are given by functions onM which
are restrictions of holomorphic functions and we call them holomorphic functions
on M. Let p :M→M/G denote the quotient map. We have the direct image
sheaf p∗OM on M/G and the corresponding sheaf p∗O
G
M = (p∗OM)
G of G-
invariant sections, denoted OM/G. In other words we associate to an open subset
Q ⊂M/G the algebra OM(p
−1(Q))G of invariant holomorphic functions onM,
these are G-invariant continuous functions on p−1(Q) that admit for each orbit
G · x ⊂ p−1(Q) a neighborhood in X to which f extends as a holomorphic
function, in fact it extends as a G-invariant holomorphic function on a G-stable
neighborhood, as the proof will show. Our first result is the following.
Theorem 1. (M/G,OM/G) is a reduced normal complex space.
If 0 ∈ Lie(G)∗ is a regular value of µ, then the theorem follows almost directly
from the construction of the symplectic reduction M/G. One just has to ver-
ify that the natural almost complex structure on the quotient is integrable. In
The research for this work was partially supported by the SFB/Transregio 191 “Symplek-
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the case where G is a semisimple Lie group the result has been obtained in
the PhD thesis of M. Ammon [Amm97] and has been extended to Lie groups
which are contained in some complex Lie group in the PhD thesis of A. Kurt-
dere [Kur09]. In Theorem 1 we allow G to be any Lie group. Furthermore we
are able to realizeM/G locally more explicit as a quotient U//G for some suit-
able G-stable neighborhood U in X . This quotient U//G is an analytic Hilbert
quotient, i.e. two points are identified if they cannot be separated by invariant
holomorphic functions. The quotient is endowed with the structure sheaf OU//G
defined by OU//G(V ) = O
G
U (π
−1(V )) for every open set V ⊂ U//G (see Defini-
tion 21).
The quotient p : M → M/G is universal in the sense that any G-invariant
holomorphic map factorizes over M/G.
Theorem 2. For every x ∈ M there exists a G-stable open neighborhood U
such that the analytic Hilbert quotient π : U → U//G realizes (U//G,OU//G)
as a reduced normal complex space and the inclusion iU : MU = M∩ U →֒ U
induces a biholomorphic map ϕU : MU/G → U//G such that the following
diagram commutes.
MU
iU
→֒ U
↓ p ↓ π (1)
MU/G
ϕU
−→ U//G
For a G-invariant smooth strictly plurisubharmonic function ρ one can define a
Hamiltonian Ka¨hler structure by
ω = ddcρ and µv = −ıv˜d
cρ for each v ∈ Lie(G)
where v˜ is the induced vector field on X and µv(x) = µ(x)(v) with the real
operator dc = 12i (∂− ∂¯). In this case we will say that µ is given by a G-invariant
potential ρ (Definition 36). In general there is no hope to obtain a global
potential for µ. Our second result says that locally around each point inM this
is the case.
Theorem 3. For every point x ∈M there exists an open G-stable neighborhood
Y of x in X and a G-invariant potential ρ : Y → R for which ω|Y and µ|Y are
given by ρ.
The manifold X has a stratification by G-orbit type. Points x1 and x2 belong
to the same stratum if their G-orbits are G-equivariantly diffeomorphic, i.e. if
their isotropy groups are conjugate in G.
The stratification on X induces a stratification on M. The intersection of M
with a stratum gives a local submanifold. This stratification pushes down to
a stratification of the quotient M/G. It is not difficult to see that the Ka¨hler
form ω pulled back to M induces a Ka¨hler form ω¯ on each stratum in M/G
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(s. Section 6 or [SL91] for a different proof).
We will show that the smooth Ka¨hler forms on the strata extend uniquely to a
Ka¨hler structure on the complex space M/G. By definition a Ka¨hler structure
on a complex space Q is given by an open covering Q =
⋃
Qα and strictly
plurisubharmonic continuous functions ρα : Qα → R such that on Qα ∩Qβ the
difference ρα − ρβ is locally the real part of a holomorphic function (Defini-
tion 55).
Corollary 4. There is a unique Ka¨hler structure ω¯ on M/G such that p∗ω¯ =
i∗Mω with iM :M→ X denoting the inclusion. The continuous strictly plurisub-
harmonic functions ρ¯α defining ω¯ are smooth restricted to each stratum.
More precisely, for every point y ∈ M/G there is an open G-stable neighbor-
hood U of p−1(y) in X and a G-invariant Ka¨hler potential ρ of ω on U such that
the restriction ρ|M∩U induces a continuous function ρ¯ : p(M∩U)→ R which is
a Ka¨hler potential for ω¯ on each non-singular stratum of M/G, i.e. ω¯ = ddcρ¯.
Existence of local G-invariant potentials can also be shown in G-stable neigh-
borhoods of totally real orbits under an additional condition. In Section 4 we
show the following theorem. Denote G0 the connected component of the neutral
element of G.
Theorem 5. Let (X,G, ω, µ) be a Hamiltonian manifold with H1dR(G
0) = 0.
Let the orbit G · x be totally real and ω restricted to this orbit be exact. Then
there exists an invariant local potential on some G-stable neighborhood of x.
In the last section we give examples where there is no local invariant potential
away from the momentum zero level (Section 7).
1 Complexified group and orbits
Let G be a Lie group and X a complex G-manifold. By this we mean that G
acts smoothly by holomorphic transformations.
In many cases of interest the G-action onX is given by restricting a holomorphic
action of the complexified group GC on a complex manifold Z which contains
X as an open G-stable subset. Provided G is contained in GC this is not always
the case. If otherwise G is not contained in GC this is even never the case
for an effective G-action, e.g. consider the group H = SL2(R) acting by left
multiplication on HC = SL2(C). This action is proper and free and therefore
there is an open H-stable neighborhood X of H in HC which is H-equivariantly
diffeomorphic to H × Σ where Σ ⊂ R3 denotes a ball in R3. The universal
covering G = Hˆ of H acts holomorphically on the universal covering Xˆ of X
and this G-action cannot be realized as a restriction of a holomorphic action of
GC = HC = SL2(C).
1.1 The G-tube
As a first step we complexify the group G. As these complexications are desired
to be shrinkable we need them to fulfill the Runge property relative to each
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other.
Definition 6. An open subset Y of a complex manifold X is said to be Runge
if the restriction map O(X)→ O(Y ) has dense image in O(Y ).
Definition 7. Let G act on X . A continuous function ρ : X → R is called G-ex-
haustive or a G-exhaustion if it is G-invariant and the sets {x ∈ X | ρ(x) < c}/G
are relatively compact in X/G for all c < sup ρ. We just write exhaustion/ex-
haustive if the trivial group acts.
Recall that classical results from Grauert show that given a strictly plurisub-
harmonic exhaustion ρ : X → R≥0 the relatively compact sets Xc = {x ∈
X | ρ(x) < c} are Runge (cf. e.g. [HL98, Thm. 1.3 (v)]). The existence of a
strictly plurisubharmonic exhaustion on X is equivalent for X to be a Stein
manifold. If we drop the assumption of ρ being an exhaustion but keep that X
is a Stein manifold the Runge property is still satisfied as the following shows.
Lemma 8. Let X be a Stein manifold and ρY : X → R
≥0 a strictly plurisub-
harmonic function. Then Y = {y ∈ Y | ρY (y) < 1} is Runge in X.
Proof. We fix some strictly plurisubharmonic exhaustion function ρ : X →
R≥0 and for n ∈ N we set ρn = max{
1
nρ, ρY }. The function ρn a strictly
plurisubharmonic in the sense of perturbation and an exhaustion. It follows
that
Yn = {x ∈ X | ρn(x) < 1}
is an open Stein submanifold of X . Moreover Yn is Runge in X . For n > 1 we
set
Kn = {x ∈ X | ρ(x) ≤ n−
1
2
, ρY (x) ≤ 1−
1
n
} .
These are compact subsets of Yn with Kn ⊂ Kn+1 and
⋃
n≥2Kn = Y . For
every holomorphic function f ∈ O(Y ) there is a function fn ∈ O(X) such that
‖f − fn‖Kn <
1
n holds in the sup-norm on Kn. This shows that fn|Y converges
to f , i.e. O(X) has dense image in O(Y ).
Definition 9. A Stein G-manifold G⋆ is said to be a G-tube if
1. there is a G-equivariant embedding κ : G→ G⋆ where G acts on G by left
multiplication,
2. every G-orbit in G⋆ is a totally real submanifold of G⋆,
3. there is a real submanifold Σ ⊂ G⋆ with κ(e) ∈ Σ such that
(a) the map G×Σ→ G⋆, (g, γ) 7→ g·γ is a G-equivariant diffeomorphism,
(b) Σ is diffeomorphic to a convex bounded open neighborhood of 0 in
Rk with k = dimG,
4. there is a strictly plurisubharmonic G-exhaustion ρ : G⋆ → R which be-
comes minimal on κ(G).
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5. the manifold G⋆ is “shrinkable”, i.e. every G-stable neighborhood U of
κ(G) contains a Stein G-submanifold T ⊃ κ(G) such that ΣT = Σ ∩ T is
convex, ρ|ΣT is an exhaustion and T is Runge in G
⋆.
Condition (2) implies that the G-action on G⋆ is proper and free. We will refer
to Σ as a “slice” for the G-action on G⋆ and will identify κ(G) with G.
A smooth function ρ on a complex manifold X is strictly plurisubharmonic if
and only if ω = i∂∂¯ρ = ddcρ is a Ka¨hler form. Note that dc = 12i(∂ − ∂¯) is a
real operator.
Later we will use G-tubes to construct local slice models of the G-action on
a complex manifold X around totally real G-orbits. For this we have to fix
a compact subgroup K of G which will be given as an isotropy group of the
G-action later.
Theorem 10. (Existence of a G-tube) For every Lie group G with fixed
compact subgroup K there exists a G-tube G⋆ such that the (G × K)-action
on G given by (g, k) · x = gxk−1 extends to G⋆ as an action by holomorphic
transformations.
Proof. We view G as a (G × K)-manifold. Then there is a complex (G × K)-
manifold T which is (G ×K)-equivariantly diffeomorphic to a (G × K)-stable
neighborhood of the zero section of the tangent bundle TG of G. In order to
see this one has to choose a real analytic (G×K)-invariant Riemannian metric
on G and apply the main results in [LS91, GS92]. By a result of Winkelmann
([Win93]) the manifold T which we identify with a subset of TG can be chosen to
be a Stein manifold (see [HHK96]). On TG we have the function ρ(v) = ‖v‖2,
v ∈ TgG, where ‖ . ‖ is defined by the (G × K)-invariant metric on G. The
function is strictly convex on TgG and constant on the zero section, a totally
real submanifold of maximal dimension. Thus ρ is strictly plurisubharmonic
on a neighborhood of the zero section in T . As ρ is (G × K)-invariant this
neighborhood can be chosen (G×K)-stable. This shows that for some c0 > 0 and
all 0 < c ≤ c0 the (G×K)-stable sets Tc = {v ∈ T | ρ(v) < c} intersect TeG in a
convex bounded set and with Σ = Tc0 ∩TeG the function ρ|Σ is strictly convex.
The restriction ρ|Tc is a G-exhaustion by construction becoming minimal on
κ(G). Since T is a Stein manifold and the boundary of Tc ⊂ T is pseudoconvex,
the (G × K)-stable neighborhoods of the zero section G × {0} ⊂ T are open
Stein submanifolds of T ([DG60]). Finally, for every G-stable neighborhood U
of κ(G) there is a 0 < c1 < c0 such that Tc1 ⊂ U . Lemma 8 shows that Tc1 is
Runge in Tc0 . Thus Tc1 fulfills all the desired properties.
The next proposition shows that we can consider a G-tube the prototype set to
which the real analytic orbit map extends as a holomorphic map.
Proposition 11. Given a complex manifold X and a Lie group G acting by
holomorphic transformations, let ϕ : G → X, g 7→ g · x0 be the orbit map for
some point x0 ∈ X. Then ϕ extends to some G-tube G
⋆ as a holomorphic map
ϕc : G⋆ → X.
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Proof. The map ϕ being real analytic extends as a holomorphic map ψ to some
neighborhood Ω ⊂ G⋆ of e ∈ G. We may assume that ΩΣ = Ω∩Σ is connected.
Define T = G ·ΩΣ which is G-equivariantly diffeomorphic to G×ΩΣ. So, we can
define the G-equivariant map ϕc : T → X, g ·x 7→ g ·ψ(x). For each point x ∈ ΩΣ
there is a neighborhood U(x) such that the map ψ is locally G-equivariant on
U(x). So the maps ϕc and ψ are locally G-equivariant and identical on ΩΣ,
thus they are locally identical. Hence ϕc is holomorphic in a neighborhood of
ΩΣ and globally by G-equivariance. Restricted to G ⊂ G
⋆ both maps ϕ and ϕc
coincide by construction. Hence ϕc extends ϕ as a holomorphic function on a
G-stable neighborhood of G. By definition the neighborhood T can be shrunk
to a G-tube.
1.2 Complexified orbits
We will now establish the notion of a complexified G-orbit for an action of a
real group by holomorphic transformations. It is meant to be a substitute for a
GC-orbit in the case where GC does not act.
Definition 12. For each point x ∈ X , the orbit map ϕ : G → X, g 7→ g · x is
real analytic and extends to a holomorphic map ϕc : G⋆ → X on some G-tube.
We denote by τG the smallest topology containing the sets ϕ
c(G⋆) ⊂ X as open
sets for all orbit maps ϕ and all G-tubes to which ϕ extends.
Observe that Proposition 11 guarantees the existence of the extensions ϕc to
some G-tube.
Lemma 13. The images ϕc(G⋆) ⊂ X used in the definition of the topology
form a basis of the topology τG.
The proof of this lemma is given after Lemma 16.
Definition 14. The complexified G-orbit of x ∈ X is the connected component
of x in the topology τG denoted by BX(x) or just by B(x).
In the following we collect some properties of the topology τG and provide the
postponed proof of Lemma 13.
In a first step we endow the G-tube G⋆ itself with the topology τG and use this
later as a model.
Lemma 15. Given a G-stable open subset U ⊂ G⋆ and γ ∈ U there is a
G-tube T ⊂ G⋆ and a holomorphic extension ϕc : T → G⋆ of the orbit map
ϕ : G→ G⋆, g 7→ g · γ such that ϕc(T ) ⊂ U .
Proof. TheG-orbitG·γ is totally real by definition of the G-tube. Proposition 11
shows that ϕ extends holomorphically to some G-tube T0 ⊂ G
⋆ as ϕc : T0 → G
⋆.
Since ϕ is injective and immersive, the extension ϕc is an injective immersion
on some G-stable neighborhood of G. This set can be shrunk to a G-tube T by
definition. Since ϕc is open for dimension reasons, ϕc maps T biholomorphically
to its image in U .
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Recall that the G-tube G⋆ is assumed to be G-equivariantly diffeomorphic to
G× Σ. We consider Σ as a subset of G⋆ via its identification with {e} × Σ.
Lemma 16. A subset U ⊂ G⋆ is τG-open if and only if it is open and G-stable.
Such a set is τG-connected if and only if its intersection with Σ is connected, in
particular (G⋆, τG) is locally connected and the G-tube itself is τG-connected.
Proof. Lemma 15 shows that any open, G-stable subset of G⋆ is τG-open and
vice versa, that each point in a τG-open set in G
⋆ contains a G-stable, open
subset, i.e. each τG-open set in G
⋆ is G-stable and open.
Let U ⊂ G⋆ be a τG-open set and cover it by two disjoint τG-open sets. This
induces a cover of U ∩ Σ. Since U is G-stable, U is τG-connected if and only if
U ∩Σ is connected. The result follows from the fact, that Σ is locally connected
and connected.
Proof of Lemma 13. We want to show that the sets ϕc(T ) form a basis of the
topology. Given two points x1, x2 ∈ X and for i = 1, 2 some holomorphic exten-
sions ϕci : Ti → X of the corresponding orbit maps ϕi : G→ X, g 7→ g · xi to G-
tubes T1, T2 respectively. Suppose there is a point y ∈ ϕ
c
1(T1)∩ϕ
c
2(T2). Lemma 15
provides extensions ϕ˜ci : T˜i → X of the orbit map of y with ϕ˜
c
i (T˜i) ⊂ ϕ
c
i (Ui) for
i = 1, 2. Since both holomorphic maps ϕ˜ci extend the same map, they coincide on
some possibly smaller G-tube T0 ⊂ G
⋆ which can even be chosen to be contained
in T˜1 ∩ T˜2. The latter implies that ϕ˜
c
1(T0) is contained in ϕ
c
1(T1) ∩ ϕ
c
2(T2).
The following lemma shows that the equivariant holomorphic maps behave in a
natural way compatible with the τG-topology.
Lemma 17. Let G act on X and Y by holomorphic transformations and let
ψ : X → Y be a G-equivariant holomorphic map. Then ψ : (X, τG)→ (Y, τG) is
continuous and open.
Proof. Given a τG-open set UX ⊂ X , set VY = ψ(UX). For a given point y ∈ VY
choose x ∈ UX in the ψ-fiber of y. By definition of τG, there is a G-stable, open
set U ⊂ G⋆ such that ϕc : U → UX is a holomorphic extension of the orbit map
g 7→ g · x. Due to G-equivariance of ψ, the map ψ ◦ ϕc is in fact a holomorphic
extension of the orbit map g 7→ g · y with ψ ◦ ϕc(U) ⊂ VY . Thus VY is τG-open
and therefore ψ is τG-τG-open.
For a given τG-open set VY ⊂ Y set UX = ψ
−1(VY ) and fix x ∈ UX . We choose a
holomorphic extension ϕc : U → X of the orbit map g 7→ g ·x. If (ψ ◦ϕc)−1(VY )
admits an open neighborhood of G ⊂ G⋆, we may restrict ϕc to this set and are
done, since UX contains a τG-open neighborhood of x. So suppose the contrary.
There are sequences tn ∈ G
⋆ and gn ∈ G such that t
′
n = gn ·tn converges to e and
ψ ◦ ϕc(tn) 6∈ VY . The set VY being G-stable and ϕ
c and ψ being G-equivariant,
we conclude ψ ◦ϕc(t′n) 6∈ VY . But ψ ◦ϕ
c is a holomorphic extension of the orbit
map g 7→ g · y and hence extends to some neighborhood of G ⊂ U with image
in VY , since VY is assumed τG-open. So, ψ is τG-τG-continuous.
Lemma 18. The space (X, τG) is locally connected. In particular, the connected
components, namely the complexified G-orbits, are τG-closed and τG-open.
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Proof. For topological spaces in general connected components are closed and
for locally connected topological spaces they are also open. So, we are left to
show that (X, τG) is locally connected. Given a point x ∈ X and a holomorphic
extension ϕc : T → X of the orbit map of x to a G-tube T . Then T is τG-
connected as shown in Lemma 16. Since ϕc is τG-τG-continuous and τG-τG-open
(Lemma 17), the image ϕc(T ) is τG-connected and τG-open as well, hence a
τG-neighborhood of x. Therefore (X, τG) is locally connected.
Lemma 19. Assume that the action of G is proper. Then the quotient topology
of τG on X/G is Hausdorff.
Proof. The quotient topology of the classical topology is finer than that of τG.
But for a proper action the quotient X/G is Hausdorff for the first one already.
We will now show that complexified G-orbits coincide with GC-orbits in the case
where the G-action is given as a restriction of a holomorphic GC-action.
Lemma 20. In the case where GC acts holomorphically on X the complexified
G-orbits are exactly the GC-orbits.
Proof. Let B be the GC-orbit of x ∈ X . We have to show that B is τG-open,
τG-closed and τG-connected. The holomorphic action map α : G
C × X → X
induces a holomorphic orbit map αx : G
C → X, g 7→ g ·x and the G-equivariant
orbit map ϕ : G→ B, g 7→ g ·x factorizes via i : G→ GC over αx i.e. ϕ = αx ◦ i.
The map i extends as G-equivariant a holomorphic map ic to some G-tube G⋆
as ic : G⋆ → GC. So there is an extension ϕc = αx ◦ i
c : G⋆ → B. The set
ϕc(G⋆) is by definition a τG-open neighborhood of x ∈ B. Thus B is τG-open.
This implies that every GC-orbit in X is τG-open and since the complement of
a GC-orbit is a union of GC-orbits every GC-orbit is τG-open and τG-closed.
We are left to show that B is τG-connected. Endow G
C with the topology τG.
By the same argument as in Lemma 16 it can be seen that the τG-open subsets
of GC are the G-stable open subsets and that a τG-open subset U ⊂ G
C is
τG-connected if and only if U/G ⊂ G
C/G is connected. Therefore GC is τG-
connected. The map ϕc : GC → B being τG-τG-continuous (see Lemma 17) the
image B = ϕc(GC) is τG-connected, as well.
2 The compact case
In this section we will reformulate the results of [Hei91] in the terminology
of K-tubes and complexified K-orbits of Sections 1.1 and 1.2 in the case of
a compact group K acting, which is well-understood. This shall illustrate the
geometry, furthermore we will make decisive use of these known results in the
sequel.
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2.1 Key results on quotients of Stein manifolds
The results of this section are shown in [Hei91].
Definition 21. For a G-manifold Y we define the equivalence relation y1 ∼ y2
if f(y1) = f(y2) for all f ∈ O
G(Y ), the algebra of G-invariant holomorphic func-
tions. We call the quotient formal Hilbert quotient denoted π : Y → Y//G. We
define the sheaf OY//G = π∗O
G
Y by associating to every open subset V ⊂ Y//G
the algebra OGY (π
−1(V )). We call (Y//G,OY//G) the analytic Hilbert quotient if
it is a (reduced) complex space.
Theorem 22. Let the compact Lie group K act on the Stein manifold X by
holomorphic transformations. Then
1. the quotient X//K endowed with the sheaf OX//K of K-invariant holo-
morphic functions on X is an analytic Hilbert quotient,
2. (X//K,OX//K) is a Stein space, and
3. any K-invariant holomorphic map ψ : X → Y from X into a complex
space Y factorizes over X//K.
Theorem 23. Let the compact Lie group K act on a Stein manifold X by
holomorphic transformations. Then X can be realized as an open K-invariant
subset of a Stein manifold XC such that
1. the complexified Lie group KC acts holomorphically on XC
2. XC = KC ·X
3. X is Runge in XC.
Remark. This result fails in general for a non-compact group G acting.
2.2 Complexified orbits and orbits of the complexified
group
In a Stein manifold with a holomorphicKC-action the complexifiedK-orbits are
exactly theKC-orbits (Lemma 20). In the context in which a complexification of
the space exists as in Theorem 23 there is another support that the complexified
K-orbit is the suitable generalization of KC-orbits.
Proposition 24. Let the compact Lie group K act on a Stein manifold X
by holomorphic transformations and XC be its complexification in the sense of
Theorem 23. We regard X as a K-stable subset of XC. Then for any point x ∈ X
KC · x ∩X = BX(x)
and in particular
KC · x ∩X = BX(x)
The closures are meant in the ambient spaces respectively, i.e. KC ·x ⊂ XC and
BX(x) ⊂ X.
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Proof. Observe first thatX is aK-stable subset ofXC such that the topology τK
on X is the relative topology of the topology τK on X
C. Denote L = KC ·x∩X .
In XC, each point in the KC-orbit KC ·x admits a τK-open neighborhood in the
orbit as well as each point y 6∈ KC ·x admits a τK-open neighborhood in the orbit
KC ·y hence not intersecting with KC ·x. For points x, y ∈ X the same holds via
intersecting the obtained neighborhoods with X . Therefore L is the union of τK-
connected components. In order to see that L is in fact one single τK -connected
component, we need a result from [Hei91]. The subset X ⊂ XC is shown to be
“orbit-convex” [Hei91, Theorem, sect. 3.4]. This implies that L/K is connected,
hence a single complexified K-orbit. This shows KC · x ∩X = BX(x).
Consequently BX(x) = K
C · x ∩ X ⊂ KC · x ∩ X which implies BX(x) ⊂
KC · x∩X . Finally it is shown in [Hei91] that Y = KC · x∩BX(x) is a K-stable
analytic set such that dimKC · y ∩ X < dimBX(x) for all y ∈ Y . From this
KC · x ∩X ⊂ BX(x) follows.
2.3 The fibers of the analytic Hilbert quotient
In this section we give a geometrical description of the fibers of the analytic
Hilbert quotient in terms of complexified K-orbits.
Theorem 25. For every p ∈ X//K and every x ∈ π−1(p)
1. BX(x) is analytic and the union of complexified K-orbits BX(y) satisfying
dimBX(y) < dimBX(x) for each y 6∈ BX(x).
2. there is exactly one complexified K-orbit of lowest dimension, denoted by
EX(p). This complexified K-orbit is closed.
3. EX(p) lies in the closure of each complexified K-orbit in the fiber, formally
EX(p) ⊂ BX(x).
4. π−1(p) consists of the points whose complexified K-orbit close up in EX(p).
For a detailed proof we refer to [Hei91]. If KC acts on X , the set KC · x consists
of KC-orbits with
dimKC · y < dimKC · x for all y ∈ KC · x\KC · x
The complexified KC-orbits of lowest dimension are closed, otherwise their clo-
sure would contain a complexified KC-orbit of lower dimension. The closure of a
KC-orbit contains only one single KC-orbit of lowest dimension. The dimension
observation also provides that this closed KC-orbit of lowest dimension lies in
the closure of each KC-orbit in KC · x. Thus the theorem holds for XC.
When we combine these observations with Theorem 23 and in particular Propo-
sition 24 we obtain the statements of the above Theorem 25.
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2.4 The free action case
Later we will show that every totally real G-orbit admits a neighborhood which
is G-equivariantly biholomorphic to a “local slice model” (Section 3). These
models arise as analytic Hilbert quotients G⋆ ×//K S = (G⋆ × S)//K of G⋆ × S
with respect to a free action of a compact group K. We collect the main results
of free actions of a compact group.
Proposition 26. Let K act freely on a Stein manifold X and let Y be an open
K-stable Runge Stein subset of X.
1. X//K is non-singular.
2. Each fiber of π : X → X//K consists of one single complexified K-orbit.
3. The projection maps π : X → X//K and πY : Y → Y//K are submersions.
4. Y//K is a complex space and the inclusion ı : Y → X induces an open
embedding ı//K : Y//K → X//K.
5. Y//K is Runge in X//K.
6. For every y ∈ Y we have BY (y) = Y ∩ BX(y), in particular π
−1
Y (p) =
Y ∩ π−1(p) holds for all p ∈ Y//K ⊂ X//K.
The Runge property will be helpful later to pass from a model to a smaller
submodel.
Proof. Theorem 23 implies that Y and X are open subsets of XC. The Lin-
earization Lemma in [Hei91, sect. 5.1] provides for a free action that for each
p ∈ X//K ∼= XC//KC there is a point x ∈ X with π(x) = p and a local com-
plex manifold S ⊂ X containing x such that KC × S → X, (k, s) 7→ k · s is an
open embedding. Hence XC is a KC-principal bundle over the smooth quotient
X//K ∼= XC//KC. Each fiber of π : X → X//K is in fact the intersection of X
with the fiber of πC : XC → XC//KC which is a single closed KC-orbit. Hence
Proposition 24 implies that this intersection is a single complexified K-orbit.
Theorem 22 ensures that the quotient Y//K is a Stein space. All KC-orbits are
closed, since K and also KC act freely such that all complex orbits have the
same maximal dimension.
Next we show that each fiber of πY : Y → Y//K is the intersection of a K
C-orbit
with Y . Let KC · x be a (closed) KC-orbit for some x ∈ Y and FY = K
C · x∩ Y
which is closed in Y . We will show that FY /K is connected. Suppose the con-
trary, then there is a function f on FY that is constant on each connected
component taking different values on each component. Of course, f is holomor-
phic as it is locally constant. Since Y is a Stein manifold there is a holomorphic
function f˜ on Y such that f˜ |FY = f . The set Y is assumed to be a Runge
subset, so for each relatively compact subset V ⊂ Y a holomorphic function g
on X can be chosen which is arbitrarily close to f˜ . Choosing V stable by K we
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can average over K, such that g can be assumed to be K-invariant. But since
FY ⊂ K
C · x∩X and every K-invariant holomorphic function on X is constant
on KC ·x∩X the function g is constant on that set and locally arbitrarily close
to a locally constant function with different values providing a contradiction.
So, we proved that each intersection of Y with a single KC-orbit is contained
in a single πY -fiber. Since two different K
C-orbits are separated by K-invariant
holomorphic functions on X , their intersection with Y are separated as well.
This proves that each πY -fiber is the intersection of a K
C-orbit with Y and
hence ı//K : Y//K → X//K is injective.
All fibers of π and πY have the same dimension and X , Y , X//K and Y//K are
non-singular, so both projections are submersions.
In order to see the Runge property, choose some exhausting sequence An ⊂ Y
of compact subsets with An ⊂ An+1 and
⋃
An = Y . Given a holomorphic func-
tion f on Y//K and a compact subset D ⊂ Y//K. For some N ∈ N the set
D ⊂ π(AN ). The holomorphic function π
∗f can be approximated by a global
function on X which can be averaged over K. This averaging process does not
destroy the approximation property. The obtained function can be considered as
a function on X//K approximating f on D. This shows the Runge property.
3 Local slice model
After introducing the relevant objects and recalling the situation of a compact
group acting, we will now consider proper actions of Lie groups by holomorphic
transformations more closely. Our goal in this section is to construct local models
for proper actions around totally real G-orbits.
3.1 Definition of the local slice model
Let K be a compact subgroup of a Lie group G and G⋆ a G-tube of G. Theo-
rem 10 shows that we can choose G⋆ to be K-stable, i.e. the (G×K)-action
αG : (G×K)×G → G
(g, k, x) 7→ (g · x · k−1)
extends to a (G×K)-action αG⋆ by holomorphic transformations on G
⋆.
Now let V be a complex K-representation with (analytic) Hilbert quotient πV :
V → V//K and S ⊂ V a K-stable neighborhood of the origin. With the given
K-action on S we can define a (G×K)-action on the product G⋆ × S via
αG⋆×S : (G×K)× (G
⋆ × S) → G⋆ × S
(g, k, γ, s) 7→ (g · γ · k−1, k · s)
This action induces a G-action on the formal Hilbert quotient
G⋆ ×//K S = (G⋆ × S)//K
in the following way. Since the G- and the K-action commute, the induced
(G × K)- and hence the G-action on O(G⋆ × S) stabilizes the subalgebra of
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K-invariant function OK(G⋆ × S). Thus the (G × K)-action pushes down to
the formal Hilbert quotient, with K contained in the ineffectivity. Denoting by
[γ, s] = π(γ, s) a point in the image of the quotient map π : G⋆×S → G⋆×//K S
we may write this as
α : G× (G⋆ ×//K S) → G⋆ ×//K S
(g, [γ, s]) 7→ [g · γ, s]
Let us further assume S to be a Stein manifold. On a Stein manifold an action
of a compact group is known to provide an analytic Hilbert quotient which is a
complex space, even more, Theorem 22 shows that the quotient is a Stein space.
Since in our case the K-action is free, the quotient G⋆ ×//K S is non-singular
(Proposition 26), hence a Stein manifold. Finally we will ask S to be Runge in
V . This implies that the inclusion S → V induces an inclusion S//K → V//K
(Proposition 26(4)) and will provide a shrinking property later (Theorem 32 and
Corollary 33). Finally we may suppose S to be contractible in order to avoid
cohomological obstructions. Choosing a K-invariant scalar product on V and
set ρ = ‖.‖2 with respect to that scalar product, all sets S = {v ∈ V | ρ(v) < c}
for c > 0 are contractible Stein Runge neighborhoods of the origin, forming a
neighborhood basis.
We will use quotients of this type as local models, precisely:
Definition 27. Let G⋆, K and S be as above. An open subset Y ⊂ X is
called a local slice model of x if there is a G-equivariant biholomorphic map
ψ : G⋆ ×//K S → Y mapping [e, 0] to x ∈ X .
For simplicity we sometimes identify S with its image in Y . Note that Y is
automatically G-stable.
3.2 Complexified orbits in slice, product and quotient
In the subsequent section 3.3 we will show that for a local slice model Y =
G⋆ ×//K S the ringed spaces (Y//G,OY//G) and (S//K,OS//K) are isomorphic.
Since S//K is a complex space, this will be the way to endow Y//G with a
natural complex structure.
In this section, we will prepare this result in showing a one-to-one correspon-
dence between the complexified K-orbits in S with the complexified (G ×K)-
orbits in the product G⋆ × S and the complexified G-orbits in the local slice
model G⋆ ×//K S, denoted BKS , B
G×K
G⋆×S and B
G
G⋆×//KS
respectively.
We consider the projection κ : G⋆ × S → S onto the second component, the
quotient map π : G⋆ × S → G⋆ ×//K S and their induced maps κ−1 : P(S) →
P(G⋆ × S) and π−1 : P(G⋆ ×//K S)→ P(G⋆ × S) on the set of subsets.
Proposition 28. The maps κ−1 and π−1 induce bijections κ−1 : BKS → B
G×K
G⋆×S
and π−1 : BG
G⋆×//KS
→ BG×KG⋆×S between the corresponding complexified orbits.
Furthermore both bijections define bijections on the level of closed complexified
orbits.
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For the proof we start with a technical lemma.
Lemma 29. Let p : X → Y be a continuous, open, surjective map between
locally connected spaces and let each fiber be connected. Then p−1 : P(Y ) →
P(X) induces a bijection between the connected components.
Proof. A subset of a locally connected space is a connected component if and
only if it is closed, open and connected. Writing Y as the disjoint union of its
connected components, Y =
⋃˙
Cα, then X =
⋃˙
Dα with Dα = p
−1(Cα). The
set Dα is open and due to Dα = X\
⋃
β 6=αDβ it is also closed. Now let E be
a connected component of X hence contained in some set Dα. For each point
d ∈ E the fiber p−1(p(d)) is connected by assumption hence entirely contained
in E, thus E is p-saturated, i.e. E = p−1(p(E)). Both set p(E) and p(Dα\E)
are open by assumption of p being open and since they are complementary in
Cα also closed. Thus one of them must be empty, hence Dα = E. We showed
that the map p−1 maps connected components to connected components. It is
surjective, since each point is contained in some set Dα. Finally, p
−1 is injective,
since p is assumed to be surjective.
Proof of Proposition 28. We will apply Lemma 29 to the maps κ : G⋆ × S → S
and π : G⋆ × S → G⋆ ×//K S. In order to ensure continuity and openness of
p and π with respect to the τ -topologies, we will use Lemma 17 which shows
that a G-equivariant holomorphic map is τG-continuous and τG-open. For this,
we define a (G×K)-action on S by extending the K-action ineffectively to G.
The induced topologies τK and τG×K are identical. Thus Lemma 17 shows that
κ is τG×K-τK-continuous and -open. For the projection π in turn, observe that
the G-action on the local slice model G⋆ ×//K S is defined as induced by the
(G×K)-action on G⋆×S pushed down to the quotient with ∆ = {(k−1, k)|k ∈
K} ⊂ G × K contained in the inefficiency. Thus the topologies τG×K and τG
are identical. Analogously Lemma 17 provides that π is τG×K-τG-continuous
and -open. In order to be able to apply Lemma 29 we are left to show that
the fibers of κ and π are τG×K-connected. The G-action and the K-action
on the product G⋆ × S induce finer topologies τG and τK , i.e. τG ⊂ τG×K and
τK ⊂ τG×K . A κ-fiber G
⋆×{s} is a complexified G-orbit (Lemma 16), hence τG-
connected and therefore connected with respect to the stronger topology τG×K .
Proposition 26(2) shows that each π-fiber is a complexified K-orbit, hence τK-
connected, and therefore connected with respect to the stronger topology τG×K .
Thus we are allowed to apply Lemma 29 to both maps κ and π and obtain the
desired bijections κ−1 : BKS → B
G×K
G⋆×S and π
−1 : BG
G⋆×//KS
→ BG×KG⋆×S .
Now we turn back to the classical topologies. Both projections π and κ are
continuous and open (Proposition 26(3)). Thus both induce a bijection between
the saturated closed sets and closed set in the target and in particular inverse
images of closed complexified orbits are closed complexified orbits..
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3.3 Quotients of the local slice model
In this section we can give Y//G the structure of a complex space. The sheaf
OY//G is defined as π∗O
G
Y , i.e. given an open subset U ⊂ Y//G then f ∈
OY//G(U) if π
∗f is a (G-invariant) holomorphic function on π−1(U).
Theorem 30. Let Y be a local slice model with slice S ⊂ Y and denote
πS : S → S//K the analytic Hilbert quotient and π : Y → Y//G the for-
mal Hilbert quotient. Then the embedding ıS : S → Y induces an isomorphism
(S//K,OS//K)→ (Y//G,OY//G).
Besides the result on the correspondence of complexified K-, (G ×K)- and G-
orbits in S, G⋆ × S and Y from Section 3.2 above we need some results stating
similar geometrical properties for the fibers of π : Y → Y//G analogous as
described in Theorem 25.
Proposition 31. Let Y be a local slice model with slice S ⊂ Y and denote πS :
S → S//K the analytic Hilbert quotient and π : Y → Y//G the formal Hilbert
quotient. Then each complexified G-orbit in Y corresponds to a complexified
K-orbit in S. Furthermore, for every p ∈ Y//G and every x ∈ π−1(p)
1. the closure of BY (x) is the union of complexified G-orbits BY (y) with
dimBY (y) < dimBY (x) for each y 6∈ BY (x).
2. there is exactly one complexified G-orbit of lowest dimension, denoted by
EY (p). This complexified G-orbit is closed.
3. EY (p) lies in the closure of each complexified G-orbit in the fiber, formally
EY (p) ⊂ BY (x).
The embedding ıS : S → Y induces a homeomorphism ϕS : S//K → Y//G in
the sense that the following diagram commutes.
S
ıS
→֒ Y
↓ πS ↓ π
S//K
ϕS
−→ Y//G
Proof. For x0 = [γ0, s0] ∈ Y the complexified G-orbit BY (x0) is the image of
is0 : G
⋆ → Y, γ 7→ [γ, s0]. For each s0 ∈ S the complexifiedK-orbitBS(s0) is the
intersection BY ([e, s0])∩S. This realizes the one-to-one corresponence between
complexified K-orbits in S and complexified G-orbits in Y . BS(s0) is closed if
and only if BY ([e, s0]) is closed. Since each πS-fiber contains a unique complex-
ified K-orbit (Theorem 25), the same is true for π-fibers. This implies that the
results of Theorem 25 applied to S transform to the corresponding results on
Y . Consequently, the map S//K → Y//G represents the identification of these
closed complexified orbits, imposing a bijection which is a continuous map by
construction. In order to establish that this identification is a homeomorphism
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we will show that it is a proper map. For this, let sn ∈ S be a sequence. The
induced sequence πS(sn) ∈ S//K is mapped via the considered identification to
π([e, sn]) ∈ Y//G. Assume that this sequence converges and we aim to show that
then πS(sn) converges. Every G-invariant holomorphic function f on Y induces
a continuous function h on Y//G. As h(π([e, sn])) converges for every such func-
tion h, the sequence f([e, sn]) = h(π([e, sn])) converges for every G-invariant
holomorphic function f on Y . As any K-invariant holomorphic map fS on S
can be interpreted as a G-invariant holomorphic map f on Y , we deduce that
fS(sn) converges for every K-invariant holomorphic function. As any holomor-
phic function on the quotient S//K can be seen as a K-invariant holomorphic
function on S, the image of the sequence πS(sn) under any holomorphic func-
tion on S//K converges. Finally, since S//K is a Stein space, this imposes that
πS(sn) itself converges.
This shows that S//K → Y//G is a homeomorphism.
Proof of Theorem 30. Induced from the inclusion ıS : S →֒ Y there is a home-
omorphism ϕS : S//K → Y//G (Proposition 31). Thus for an open subset
U ⊂ Y//G the intersection WS of W = π
−1(U) with S equals π−1S (ϕ
−1
S (U)).
Hence VS is πS-saturated. Given a holomorphic function f : U → C the pull-
back π∗f is G-invariant and as VS is K-stable the function’s restriction π
∗f |VS
is a K-invariant holomorphic function g : ϕ−1S (U) → C. This defines a map
OY//G(U)→ OS//K(ϕ
−1
S (U)).
Now we want to define a map OS//K(V )→ OY//G(ϕS(V )) for any open subset
V ⊂ S//K. On the level of (open) sets the identifications in Proposition 28 show
that G⋆ ×//K π−1S (V ) = π
−1(ϕS(V )). A holomorphic function g : V → C arises
by definition from a K-invariant holomorphic function π∗Sg : π
−1
S (V ) → C. We
define hˆ : G⋆×π−1S (V )→ C by hˆ(γ, s) = π
∗
Sg(s). It is a (G×K)-invariant holo-
morphic function which pushes down to the G-invariant holomorphic function
h : G⋆ ×//K π−1S (V )→ C. This identification defines the desired inverse.
We showed that for every local slice model Y the quotient π : Y → Y//G is an
analytic Hilbert quotient.
3.4 Shrinking of the local slice model
In our proof of the existence of local slice models G⋆×//KS around special points
(Section 3.5) and later for the existence of invariant local potentials around these
points (Section 4) we will need to shrink G⋆×//K S to an arbitrarily small local
slice model T ×//K S0. Herein T ⊂ G
⋆ is a smaller G-tube as provided by
definition of G⋆ and S0 ⊂ S is a smaller slice with S0 Runge in S and S0 Stein
and K-stable.
Theorem 32. (Shrinking Theorem of Local Slice Model) Let the set
Y = G⋆ ×//K S ⊂ X be a local slice model around x and U ⊂ Y a G-stable
neighborhood of x. Then there is a G-subtube T ⊂ G⋆ and an open K-stable
Stein neighborhood S0 of the origin, Runge in S, such that Y0 = T ×
//K S0 is a
local slice model around x.
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Corollary 33. The open embedding ı0 : Y0 →֒ Y of the shrunk local slice model
in Theorem 32 induces an open embedding ı¯0 : Y0//G →֒ Y//G.
Proof of Theorem 32 and Corollary 33. Let p : G⋆ × S → G⋆ ×//K S denote
the projection of the analytic Hilbert quotient and set Uˆ = p−1(U). There are
open subsets A ⊂ G⋆ and B ⊂ S such that (e, 0) ∈ A× B ⊂ Uˆ . The definition
of G-tubes provides a G-tube T ⊂ A that is Runge in G⋆. The manifold S
can be realized as a K-stable open neighborhood of the origin in a unitary K-
representation V . Let ρV be the squared norm function of the K-invariant norm
on V . For a sufficiently small δ > 0, the set S0 = {x ∈ V | ρV (x) < δ} ⊂ S
is a Stein Runge subset of S. Since the diagonal K-action on G⋆ × S is free
and T × S0 is an open Runge Stein subset of G
⋆ × S, Proposition 26 implies
that Y0 = T ×
//K S0 can be seen as an open Runge Stein subset of Y =
G⋆×//K S. Part (4) of this proposition shows that the inclusion S0 →֒ S induces
an open embedding S0//K →֒ S//K. From Theorem 30 we obtain canonical
biholomorphisms S0//K ∼= Y0//G and S//K ∼= Y//G. Combining these facts we
see that the inclusion Y0 →֒ Y induces a holomorphic open embedding Y0//G→
Y//G.
3.5 Existence of the local slice model
As a next step we construct a local slice at a complexified G-orbit through x ∈ X
if the orbit G · x is a totally real submanifold of X . The construction will give
a local slice model of x for the G-action on X .
Theorem 34. (Local Slice Theorem) Let X be a Stein manifold and G a
Lie group acting properly by holomorphic transformations. If G · x is a totally
real submanifold of X, there is a local slice model Y at x.
Let K denote the compact isotropy group at x. The slice S ⊂ Y can be chosen
K-stable such that S isK-equivariantly biholomorphic to an open neighborhood
of the origin of a K-stable complex linear subspace in TxX . This subspace is
in fact complementary to the complex subspace generated by Tx(G · x) ⊂ TxX .
Note that the complex subspace generated by Tx(G · x) is the right candidate
for the tangent space of the complexified G-orbit through x.
We first show the following technical lemma.
Lemma 35. Let G act properly on X2 and let ϕ : X1 → X2 be a G-equivariant
local diffeomorphism with ϕ(x1) = x2 and suppose that ϕ|G·x1 is injective. Then
there are G-stable neighborhoods Ui around xi such that ϕ|U1 : U1 → U2 is a
diffeomorphism.
Proof. First we recall that the action on X1 is proper as well. Suppose that in
each neighborhood of the orbit G ·x1 there is a pair of points u 6= v mapping to
the same point. So we get sequences un, vn with ϕ(un) = vn and un 6= vn. Using
the action, we may assume that un converges to u ∈ G · x1. There is a sequence
gn ∈ G such that v˜n = gn · vn converges to a point in G · x1. This can even be
arranged such that v˜n converges to u likewise. Thus we get two sequences both
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converging to f(u), namely f(v˜n) and g
−1
n f(v˜n) = f(vn) = f(un). Properness
of the action implies the existence of a convergent subsequence of gn, which for
simplicity we also denote gn. The sequence f(v˜n) converges therefore to f(u) as
well as to gf(u) = f(gu), hence f(u) = f(gu). Injectivity on the orbit G · x1
provides u = gu. So, u is the limit of both un and vn. Around u, the map f is a
local diffeomeorphism, so un = vn for large n, contradicting the assumption.
Proof of Theorem 34. We have to prove the existence of a local slice model
at x. Let K = Gx denote the isotropy group at x which is compact since G
acts properly on X . On a complex manifold an action of a compact group is
linearizable in a neighborhood of a fixed point. This implies that x has an
open K-stable neighborhood U of x which is K-equivariantly biholomorphic to
an open neighborhood W of 0 in TxX where K acts on TxX by the isotropy
representation of K at x. The complex span of Tx(G ·x) ⊂ TxX is a K-invariant
subrepresentation of TxX . We choose a K-invariant complex complement V and
set SW = V ∩W .
We use the linearization map to identify SW with a K-stable local complex
submanifold S of X with x ∈ S. The restriction α : G×S → X, (g, y) 7→ g · y of
the action map is real analytic and for fixed g ∈ G the map α|{g}×S : {g}×S →
X is holomorphic. It follows that α extends to a holomorphic map αc : Ω→ X
where Ω ⊂ G⋆ × S is an open neighborhood of G× {x} in G⋆ × S. The map αc
is locally G-equivariant and G⋆ is G-equivariantly diffeomorphic to G × Σ by
definition. This implies that αc extends G-equivariantly and holomorphically to
a G-stable open neighborhood, i.e. after shrinking of G⋆ and S we may assume
Ω = G⋆×S. The map αc : G⋆×S → X is K-invariant where K acts on G⋆×S
by k · (γ, y) = (γ · k−1, k · y) and after shrinking we may assume that it is a
submersion onto its open image.
Since αc is K-invariant, it pushes down to a holomorphic map
ϕ : G⋆ ×//K S → X
submersive to its image. Denote B = αc(G⋆×{0}) = ϕ(G⋆×//K {0}). Since the
G-orbit is totally real,
dimG⋆//K = dimRG/K = dimB .
Thus a calculation of the dimension
dim
(
G⋆ ×//K S
)
= dim (G⋆//K) + dimS = dimB + dimS = dimX
shows that ϕ is in fact a G-equivariant local diffeomorphism. Lemma 35 in turn
shows that this becomes a diffeomeorphism to the image after restricting ϕ to
someG-stable neighborhood of [e, 0]. In a last step, using the Shrinking Theorem
of Local Slice Models (Theorem 32), this can be restricted to a neighborhood
of the form G⋆ ×//K S by sufficient shrinking of G⋆ and S.
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4 Local potentials
The construction of both the complex structure (Section 5) and in particular
the Ka¨hler structure (Section 6) make use of local potentials.
The main purpose of this section is to prove Theorem 3 stating the existence of
a local potential around each point in the momentum zero level M.
Additionally, the construction of a local potential gives rise to the question
whether away from the momentum zero level local potentials do always exist as
well. For this, we have to impose further natural conditions, namely the G-orbit
of the considered point has to be totally real and the Ka¨hler form restricted to
the orbit has to be exact.
The G-orbits in the momentum zero level are isotropic and therefore the orbits
are perforce totally real and ω restricted to the orbit is exact. So, onM = µ−1(0)
these conditions are fulfilled automatically.
4.1 Definition of a local potential
Definition 36.
1. Given a Hamiltonian Ka¨hler manifold (X,G, ω, µ) a potential is a smooth
G-invariant strictly plurisubharmonic function ρ such that ω = ddcρ and
for each v ∈ Lie(G) the component of the momentum map satisfies µv =
−ıv˜d
cρ. Here v˜ is the vector field of v induced by the G-action.
2. A function is called a local potential around x ∈ X if it is a potential on
some G-stable neighborhood of x.
Observe that this makes sense as we obtain the momentum map condition
dµv = −dıv˜d
cρ = ıv˜dd
cρ = ıv˜ω
from G-invariance of ρ and dcρ since invariance reads in formula
0 = Lv˜d
cρ = ıv˜dd
cρ+ dıv˜d
cρ .
Vice versa, given a smooth G-invariant strictly plurisubharmonic function ρ, it
defines a Hamiltonian structure, i.e. an invariant Ka¨hler form ω = ddcρ and an
equivariant momentum map defined by µv = −ıv˜d
cρ.
We obtain strong relations between the momentum zero level M and the an-
alytic Hilbert quotient if we impose our exhaustion property of the potential
(Definition 7).
Remark. On Stein manifolds an exhaustive potential ρ always exists [Gra58].
By averaging over a compact group K it can be made K-invariant.
The moment zero level M is G-stable by construction. Therefore the inclusion
i :M→ X induces a map iG :M/G→ X//G to the formal Hilbert quotient.
In the situation of a compact group we have the following theorem.
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Theorem 37. Let the compact Lie group K act on the Stein manifold X by
holomorphic transformations and let a K-exhaustive potential ρ induce a Hamil-
tonian structure on X. Then the map iK :M/K → X//K is a homeomorphism.
In particular, for all p ∈ X//K the set Mp = M ∩ π
−1(p) is not empty and
Mp ⊂ E(p).
For the proof see [HK95]. There it applies only for proper potentials unbounded
from above. An exhaustive potential ρ in the sense of this paper can be made
unbounded from above keeping properness by choosing a suitable strictly convex
diffeomorphism χ : (−∞, sup ρ)→ R and using ρ˜ = χ◦ρ as exhaustive potential.
This does not change the momentum zero level M (compare Lemma 44).
Corollary 38. Let X be a Stein (G × K)-manifold, K acts freely and ρ is a
strictly plurisubharmonic (G×K)-exhaustive potential inducing a Ka¨hler form
and a momentum map µK : X → Lie(K)
∗. Then M = µ−1K (0), M/K and
X//K are manifolds with induced G-action, the G-equivariant inclusion M →֒
X induces a G-equivariant homeomorphism and ρ|M pushes down to a strictly
plurisubharmonic G-exhaustion on X//K.
Proof. Proposition 26(1) shows that X//K is a manifold. As the K-action is
free the momentum map µK is submersive thus M is a manifold. Since K acts
freely on M the quotient M/K is a manifold as well and M→M/K is a K-
principle bundle. Since the G- and the K-action commute, M is G-stable and
both quotientsM/K andX//K inherit a properG-action such that the quotient
maps p : M → M/K and π : X → X//K are G-equivariant. For y ∈ X//K
the π-fiber F = π−1(y) is a Stein manifold. Since the isotropy of the G-action
at y ∈ X//K is compact, the restriction ρ|F is a K-exhaustion. Thus [HK95]
shows thatM intersects F exactly in a single K-orbit. Hence the G-equivariant
inclusion i : M → X induces a G-equivariant bijection ϕ : M/K → X//K.
By the same arguments as in [HK95] the map ϕ/G : (M/K)/G → (X//K)/G
is a homeomorphism and since the G-action on M/K and X//K is proper the
bijection ϕ is a homeomorphism as well.
The restricted function ρ|M is aK-invariantG-exhaustion and induces therefore
a G-exhaustion on the quotient M/K. For every point y ∈M/K the principle
bundle p : M → M/K possesses a local section σ. Locally the pushed down
function can be written as σ∗ρ independently of the choice of σ. For the point
x = σ(y) the covector dcρ|TxM has Tx(G · x) = ker(p∗)x contained in its kernel.
Thus σ∗dcρ = dcσ∗ρ. Further Tx(G ·x) is the kernel of ω|TxM. Hence dd
cσ∗ρ =
σ∗ω is a Ka¨hler form and σ∗ρ is strictly plurisubharmonic.
4.2 Potential on complexified G-orbit
In this section we will take a look at the G-invariant potential on a complexified
G-orbit. They turn out to be minimal and critical on “isolated” G-orbit.
Definition 39. Given a smooth G-invariant function ρ. We say that ρ has an
local isolated minimum locus at p if there is a G-stable neighborhood U of p
such that ρ(x) > ρ(p) for all x ∈ U\(G · p).
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We get the following local version on a complexified G-orbit.
Lemma 40. Let B be a complexified G-orbit, ρ a G-invariant strictly plurisub-
harmonic function and p0 ∈ B a critical point of ρ. If ΣB is a local submanifold
transversal to the G-orbit G · p0 at p0 of maximal dimension, then the restric-
tion ρ|ΣB has positive Hessian at p0 and the G-orbit is a local isolated minimum
locus of ρ.
Proof. Denote v˜ the fundamental vector field of v ∈ Lie(G). Fix a linear sub-
space W ⊂ Lie(G) such that the linear map W → Tp0(G · p0), v 7→ v˜p0 is a
bijection. For each v ∈W , v 6= 0, we calculate
Jv˜(Jv˜(ρ))p0 = −(ıJv˜dıv˜d
cρ)p0
= (ıJv˜ıv˜dd
cρ)p0
= ωp0(v˜, Jv˜) > 0
since Lv˜d
cρ = dcLv˜ρ = 0 and ωp0(v˜, Jv˜) > 0 for all v˜p0 6= 0. From this we
conclude that Tp0(G · p0) and JTp0(G · p0) intersect trivially, hence the orbit
is totally real and it is of maximal dimension since Tp0(G · p0) + JTp0(G · p0)
span the tangent space of the complexified orbit B by definition. Denote v˜ the
induced vector field of v ∈ Lie(G) and for a vector field ξ the flow for time t
by ϕξt (x) starting at point x ∈ X . Then there is an open neighborhood U of
the origin in W such that U → B, v 7→ ϕJv˜1 (p0) is an immersion and its image
Σ is a local submanifold transversal to the G-orbit and of maximal dimension
for which the above calculations shows that the Hessian of ρ is positive with
respect to local linear coordinates coming from the identification U → Σ. As ρ
is supposed to be critical a p0, ρ|Σ has a local isolated minimum at p0.
From the exhaustion property of a function ρ we get a result on the existence
of critical points.
Lemma 41. Let G act properly on the manifold X, assume X/G to be connected
and let ρ : X → R be a smooth G-exhaustive potential. If ρ possesses two
different G-orbits G · p1 and G · p2 which are local isolated minimum loci, then
there is a critical point q 6∈ G · p1 ∪G · p2 such that q is not a minimum locus.
Proof. First let us pass to the quotient, i.e. introduce the quotient map β : X →
Z = X/G, set p˜i = β(pi) and define ρ˜ by ρ˜ ◦ β = ρ. Denote for each b ∈ R the
sets Xb = {x ∈ X | ρ(x) < b} and Zb = {z ∈ Z | ρ˜(z) < b}. The function ρ˜ is
exhaustive and Z is connected, so there is a C ∈ R such that p˜1, p˜2 lie in the
same connected component of ZC .
We may assume that ρ˜(p˜1) ≥ ρ˜(p˜2) and claim that there is a c > ρ˜(p˜1) such that
the points p˜1 and p˜2 lie in different connected components of Zc. By assumption
p˜1 is a local isolated minimum point of ρ˜, i.e. there is an open neighborhood V
of p˜1 such that
{v ∈ V | ρ˜(v) > ρ˜(p˜1)} = V \{p˜1} .
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So there is a c > ρ˜(p˜1) such that Uc = {v ∈ V | ρ˜(v) < c} = Zc ∩ V is
relatively compact in V . Thus Zc is the disjoint union of Uc and Zc\V , the sets
are disconnected and p˜1 ∈ Uc and p˜2 ∈ Zc\V . Let κ be the supremum of all
c > ρ˜(p˜1) such that the points p˜1 and p˜2 lie in different connected components
of Zc.
Assume dρ(q) 6= 0 for all q ∈ ∂Xκ. As ∂Zκ is compact, there is a κˆ > κ such that
Xκ is a deformation retract of Xκˆ, e.g. just by choosing the negative gradient
flow of ρ. Additionally this deformation can be chosen to be G-equivariant, so
that Zκ is a deformation retract of Zκˆ. Hence for each i = 1, 2 the connected
component of p˜i in Zκˆ is retracted to the connected component of p˜i in Zκ. Thus
the points the points p˜1 and p˜2 still lie in different connected components of Zκˆ.
This contradicts the choice of κ as a supremum with this property. So, we may
conclude that there is a point q ∈ ∂Xκ with dρ(q) = 0. As each neighborhood
of q intersects Xκ the function ρ does not become locally minimal at q.
Combining the results of the previous two lemmata we obtain the following
global statement on complexified G-orbits as a corollary.
Corollary 42. Let B be a complexified G-orbit, ρ : B → R a G-exhaustive
strictly plurisubharmonic function and p ∈ B a critical point of ρ. Then the G-
orbit through p contains the only points on which ρ becomes critical or minimal.
Proof. Since ρ is G-exhaustive, there is at least one G-orbit on which ρ becomes
minimal and therefore critical. Assume there is a second G-orbit on which ρ
becomes critical, then by Lemma 40 both orbits are local isolated minimum loci
and Lemma 41 shows that there is a third point q which is critical but not a
minimum. This in turn contradicts Lemma 40.
4.3 Existence of a local potential
Before proving Theorem 3, namely the existence of a local potential, we will
treat first the simpler product case. For this purpose we have to consider a
real, closed (1, 1)-form ω which might not be a Ka¨hler form but admit a map
µ : X → Lie(G)∗ satisfying dµv = ıv˜ω which we still call a momentum map. In
this context, we call an invariant plurisubharmonic function ρ which might not
be strictly plurisubharmonic but induces ω and µ still a potential.
Lemma 43. Let G⋆ be a G-tube associated to a Lie group G. Furthermore let S
be a 1-connected Stein manifold and let G act on X = G⋆×S on the first factor.
Let a G-invariant real closed (1, 1)-form ω be given on X with a momentum map
µ. Then there is a potential ρ on X.
Proof. We will treat the two factorsG⋆ and S separately, construct two functions
ρG and ρS associated to the directions and finally add them to the desired
function ρ = ρG + ρS .
For the factor S define the embedding
iS : S → X
s 7→ (e, s)
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with e denoting the neutral element in G ⊂ G⋆. Since S is 1-connected, there is
a 1-form α on S such that ı∗Sω = dα and since S is a Stein manifold, it follows
that there is a a smooth function ρS on S fulfilling
ddcρS = i
∗
Sω
We extend ρS constantly to the G
⋆-factor.
Now let us turn to the G⋆-direction. We will show that there is a unique smooth
function ρG on some G-stable neighborhood of S ⊂ X satisfying for all v ∈
Lie(G)
v˜(ρG) = 0 (2)
Jv˜(ρG) = µ
v (3)
and normalized on S to
ρG|S = 0 (4)
In order to establish this we define a 1-form η by
η(v˜) = 0 for all v ∈ Lie(G)
η(Jv˜) = µv for all v ∈ Lie(G)
η(ξ) = 0 for all ξ ∈ T(γ,s)S
where T(γ,s)S denotes the tangent vectors on G
⋆ × S tangential to the S-
direction. We claim that pulled back to each G⋆-direction, i.e. pulled back via
ϕs : G
⋆ → G⋆×S, γ 7→ (γ, s), the form is closed, i.e. dϕ∗sη = 0 for all s ∈ S. For
this we use [Lζ , ıξ] = 0. Applied to the 1-form η gives
dη(ζ, ξ) = ζ(η(ξ)) − ξ(η(ζ)) − η([ζ, ξ]) (5)
for arbitrary vector fields ζ, ξ. For v, w ∈ Lie(G) we obtain
dη(v˜, w˜) = 0 , (6)
since η(v˜) = η(w˜) = η([v˜, w˜]) = 0. For the next step we observe that Jv˜(µw) =
ω(w˜, Jv˜), ω(ζ, ξ) = ω(Jζ, Jξ) and [Jv˜, Jw˜] = −[v˜, w˜]. Thus
dη(Jv˜, Jw˜) = ω(w˜, Jv˜)− ω(v˜, Jw˜)− η([Jv˜, Jw˜])
= ω(w˜, Jv˜) + ω(Jv˜, w˜) = 0 (7)
And finally using [v˜, Jw˜] = J [v˜, w˜] and [v˜, w˜] = −[˜v, w] we obtain
dη(v˜, Jw˜) = ω(w˜, Jv˜)− Jw˜(η(v˜)− η(J [v˜, w˜])
= ω(v˜, w˜)− µ−[v,w] = 0 (8)
where the last equality is the infinitesimimal version of the G-equivariance of µ.
Since v˜ and Jv˜ combined for all v ∈ Lie(G) span each tangent space TγG
⋆ the
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equations (6), (7) and (8) show that the form ϕ∗sη is closed for all s.
We choose some 1-connected open set ΩG ⊂ G containing e. The set
Ω = ΩG × Σ ⊂ G× Σ ∼= G
⋆
is 1-connected as well and for all γ ∈ Ω we can define the smooth function ρG
by
ρG(γ, s) =
∫ γ
e
ϕ∗sη
which satisfies equations (2),(3) and (4). By construction ρG is locallyG-invariant
and can therefore be extended G-invariantly to G⋆ × S.
The desired function will be ρ = ρG + ρS . The last step is to see that dd
cρ = ω
holds. We will establish this by applying both sides to all possible vector fields.
From local G-invariance of ρ, namely
0 = Lv˜d
cρ = dıv˜d
cρ+ ıv˜dd
cρ
we deduce for all v ∈ Lie(G)
ıv˜dd
cρ = −dıv˜d
cρ = dµv = ıv˜ω
Thus for any vector field ξ
ıξıv˜dd
cρ = ıξıv˜ω
Similarly we obtain for any vector field ξ
ıξıJv˜dd
cρ = −ıJξıv˜dd
cρ
= −ıJξıv˜ω = ıξıJv˜ω
So we are left to the case of two vector fields ζ, ξ ∈ Γ(TS) seen as vector fields
on X independent of the G⋆-direction. On S ⊂ X
ıζıξdd
cρ = ıζıξω (9)
holds by construction. G-invariance of ρ and ω extends this equation to G× S.
Finally, the equation holds on X entirely, if for all v ∈ Lie(G)
LJv˜(ıζıξdd
cρ) = LJv˜(ıζıξω)
holds. It is sufficient to establish equation (9) for commuting vector fields ζ and
ξ, so for simplicity we may assume [ζ, ξ] = 0 in the sequel. We will use twice the
following formula for general vector fields X and Y and a general 1-form η
ıX ıY dη = ıXdıY η − ıY dıXη − ı[X,Y ]η
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as already mentioned above as equation (5) as well as ω(JX, JY ) = ω(X,Y )
for the real (1, 1)-forms ddcρ and ω as well as the fact that ζ and ξ commute
with Jv˜.
LJv˜(ıζıξdd
cρ) = ıζıξ(LJv˜dd
cρ)
= ıζıξdıJv˜dd
cρ
= ıζdıξıJv˜dd
cρ− ıξdıζıJv˜dd
cρ
= −ıζdıJξıv˜dd
cρ+ ıξdıJζıv˜dd
cρ
= −ıζdıJξdµ
v + ıξdıJζdµ
v
= −ıζdıJξıv˜ω + ıξdıJζ ıv˜ω
= ıζdıξıJv˜ω − ıξdıζıJv˜ω
= ıζıξdıJv˜ω
= ıζıξLJv˜ω
= LJv˜(ıζıξω)
Thus ρ is a G-invariant function fulfilling both conditions
ω = ddcρ
µv = −ıv˜d
cρ .
Now we consider the general situation. We aim to prove the existence of a G-
invariant potential on some G-stable neighborhood of each point x ∈ M.
Proof of Theorem 3. Theorem 34 shows that each point in M admits a neigh-
borhood isomorphic to a local slice model, therefore we are left to the slice
situation. For simplicity we may assume
X = G⋆ ×//K S
Hereby S as well as G⋆ can be shrunk if necessary provided the latter set stays
G-stable. The point x corresponds to [e, s] ∈ G⋆ ×//K S. Define the projection
π : G⋆ × S → G⋆ ×//K S
and lift the objects to the product G⋆×S, namely ωˆ = π∗ω and µˆ = π∗µ to some
G-stable neighborhood of (e, s). Lemma 43 provides a G-invariant plurisubhar-
monic potential ρˆ on some G-stable neighborhood of (e, s) which can be chosen
K-stable.
Our aim is to push down ρˆ toX . Therefore we have to show that ρˆ isK-invariant
and locally KC-invariant with respect to the diagonal K-action.
In a first step, ρˆ can be madeK-invariant by averaging. So for any induced vector
field v ∈ Lie(K) of the diagonal action, Lv˜ ρˆ = 0 and consequently Lv˜d
cρˆ = 0.
We conclude that
ıv˜d
cρˆ is constant (10)
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since
dıv˜d
cρˆ = Lv˜d
cρˆ− ıv˜dd
cρˆ = −ıv˜ωˆ = 0
By assumption µˆ(e, s) = 0, so we get
ıv˜d
cρˆ(e,s) = −µˆ(e, s) = 0
and with observation (10) as desired
ıv˜d
cρˆ = 0
This shows
Jv˜(ρˆ) = 0 and
v˜(ρˆ) = 0
the latter due to invariance. Thus ρˆ vanishes on the fibers of π since each fiber
is a single complexified K-orbit according to Proposition 26(2), and therefore
pushes down to the quotient X = G⋆×//K S fulfilling the desired properties.
Theorem 5 states the existence of local potentials away from M, if the orbit
G · x is totally real, the form ω pulled back to G · x is exact and the first de
Rham cohomology group H1dR(G
0) of the identity connected component of G is
zero.
Proof of Theorem 5. The G-orbit G · x being totally real, we can apply again
the local slice theorem, lift ω and µ to the product G⋆ × S and construct a
plurisubharmonic function ρˆ by Lemma 43 as above, again K-invariant with
respect to the diagonal action. The same argument provides that
ıv˜d
cρˆ is constant.
The exactness of ω on the considered G-orbit implies exactness on some neigh-
borhood, so after further shrinking of X we have ω = dβ. For βˆ = π∗β and any
induced vector field v ∈ Lie(K) of the diagonal action we have
ıv˜βˆ = 0
Thus the form η = dcρˆ − βˆ is closed and therefore exact since H1dR(X0) =
H1dR(G
◦) = 0 for each connected component X0 of G
⋆ × S. This shows that
η = df for some K-invariant function f , this implies
ıv˜d
cρˆ = ıv˜d
cρˆ− ıv˜βˆ = ıv˜η = v˜(f) = 0
and we obtain
Jv˜(ρˆ) = 0 and
v˜(ρˆ) = 0 .
Therefore the potential ρˆ pushes down to the quotient X = G⋆ ×//K S fulfilling
the desired properties.
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4.4 Modifying potentials
We start by showing that a G-exhaustive strictly plurisubharmonic function can
be modified to be greater than any given G-invariant continuous function.
Lemma 44. Let ν be a G-exhaustive strictly plurisubharmonic function on X
with connected image I = ν(X) ⊂ R. Given a continuous G-invariant function
λ : X → R , then there is a function χ : I → R such that νχ = χ ◦ ν is strictly
plurisubharmonic, G-exhaustive with νχ > λ and supX νχ =∞.
If furthermore there is a G-stable open subset U ⊂ X with λ(x) ≤ ν(x) for all
x ∈ U , the function νχ can be chosen such that νχ(x) = ν(x) for all x ∈ U .
Proof. We calculate
ddcνχ = d(χ
′ ◦ ν · dcν)
= χ′′ ◦ ν · dν ∧ dcν + χ′ ◦ ν · ddcν
(11)
Since ddcν is a Ka¨hler form and dν ∧ dcν is a non-negative (1, 1)-form νχ is
strictly plurisubharmonic whenever χ′ and χ′′ are positive. We define the func-
tion
α : I → R
t 7→ sup{λ(x) | ν(x) = t}
(12)
which is continuous. Demanding χ > α implies νχ > λ. But there is in fact a
smooth function χ on I with χ > α, χ′ > 0, χ′′ > 0 and supχ =∞. Furthermore
for all t ∈ ν(U) we may choose χ(t) = t, since α(t) ≤ t.
This next lemma will be used to construct G-exhaustive strictly plurisubhar-
monic functions on a local slice model which coincides on a sufficiently large set
with a given strictly plurisubharmonic function.
Lemma 45. Let Y = G⋆ ×//K S be a local slice model. Then
1. there is a G-exhaustive strictly plurisubharmonic function ν : Y → R
which can be chosen to be greater than a given G-invariant continuous
function λ and
2. given a G-invariant strictly plurisubharmonic function ρ : Y → R, a G-
stable open subset U ⊂ Y with U/G ⊂⊂ Y/G there is a G-exhaustive
strictly plurisubharmonic function νU,ρ : Y → R such that νU,ρ|U = ρ|U .
Proof. By construction there is a G-exhaustive strictly plurisubharmonic func-
tion νG on G
⋆ and an exhaustive strictly plurisubharmonic function νS on S.
Lemma 44 shows that we may assume after modification the supremum of both
functions to be infinity. We may assume νS to be K-invariant and νG invariant
with respect to the K-action from the right, both can be obtained by averaging.
On the product, we may define
νP : G
⋆ × S → R
(γ, s) 7→ νG(γ) + νS(s)
(13)
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which is K-invariant with respect to the diagonal K-action. It induces a Ka¨hler
form ωP and a momentum map µP with respect to the K-action. As the K-
action is free the zero level MP is a (real) submanifold which is both K- and
G-stable as νP is (G × K)-invariant. By Corollary 38 the restriction νP |MP
pushes down to MP /K and by the identification MP /K ∼= G
⋆ ×//K S to a
strictly plurisubharmonic G-exhaustion ν : G⋆ ×//K S → R. This proves the
first assertion in part (1) while the second assertion follows from Lemma 44.
Given a G-invariant strictly plurisubharmonic function ρ, a G-stable open sub-
set U ⊂ Y with U/G ⊂⊂ Y/G and a G-exhaustive strictly plurisubharmonic
function ν established from part (1). Choose a smooth G-invariant function
χ : Y → [0, 1] such that with V = {y ∈ Y | χ(y) 6= 0} the set V/G is relatively
compact in Y/G and χ|U = 1. Since ρ is strictly plurisubharmonic, there is a
t0 > 0 such that ρ − t0 · χ · ν is strictly plurisubharmonic. Lemma 44 provides
a G-exhaustive strictly plurisubharmonic function ν0 such that ν0|U = ν|U and
ν0 > ν+
∣∣∣ ρt0
∣∣∣ on Y \V¯ . The function νU,ρ = ρ− t0 ·χ ·ν+ t0 ·ν0 equals ρ on U and
is greater than the G-exhaustion ν outside V¯ and therefore a G-exhaustion. As
a sum of two strictly plurisubharmonic functions it is strictly plurisubharmonic.
This proves part (2).
5 Complex structure on symplectic reduction
The purpose of this section is to give the proofs for the main Theorem 2 and
therewith Theorem 1. Recall that Theorem 2 states that for every point x ∈M
there is a G-stable neighborhood Y ⊂ X such that Y//G is a (reduced) normal
complex space and a G-stable open neighborhood U ⊂ Y with U/G ⊂⊂ Y/G
and π(U) = U//G defining MU =M∩ U the diagram
MU
iU
→֒ U ⊂ Y
↓ p ↓ π (14)
MU/G
ϕU
−→ U//G ⊂ Y//G
commutes such that ϕU :MU/G→ U//G is a homeomorphism and biholomor-
phic in the sense that it induces an isomorphism (ϕU )
∗ between the sheaves
OY//G and OM/G whenever the map is defined.
In the following Section 5.1 we establish first that the induced map ϕU in dia-
gram (14) is a homeomorphism. In section 5.2 we will show the main result that
ϕU defines a biholomorphism, i.e. local correspondences providing the complex
structure.
5.1 Local homeomorphism to local analytic Hilbert quo-
tient
A key ingredient for the proof of the topological part of Theorem 2 is the exis-
tence of a G-invariant strictly plurisubharmonic potential on a local slice model
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and its behaviour on closed and on non-closed complexified G-orbits. The exis-
tence of such a function has already been established, so in the sequel we will
analyse its behaviour.
Theorem 46. Let Y = G⋆ ×//K S be a local slice model and ρ a G-exhaustive
strictly plurisubharmonic function inducing a Ka¨hler form ω, a momentum map
µ and the zero level M = µ−1(0). Then for each fiber F of π : Y → Y//G the
function ρ becomes critical where it attains a local minimum. This is exactly on
a single G-orbit contained in the unique closed complexified G-orbit in F and
this G-orbit is the set F ∩M. The map ϕ : M/G → Y//G induced from the
inclusion M →֒ Y is a homeomorphism.
The first step will be to analyse the following special case of a local slice model.
So in the sequel, the special local slice model Z = G⋆ ×//L ∆ is considered
where L ⊂ G is isomorphic to S1 and ∆ is a bounded connected open subset
of the origin in C on which L acts non-trivially as the restriction of a complex
linear representation. Let z0 = [e, 0] ∈ Z then B(z0) = G
⋆ ×//L {0} is a closed
complexified G-orbit in Z and let z1 6∈ B(z0) then B(z1) = G
⋆ ×//L (∆\{0}) is
the complement and henceforth an open complexified G-orbit. Thus this model
is special as on the one hand side Z is a manifold and on the other hand side
Z splits into just two complexified G-orbits, the closed submanifold B(z0) and
its open complement B(z1). We will show in the next two lemmata that a G-
exhaustive strictly plurisubharmonic function has a unique critical G-orbit in
B(z0) and no critical point in the open set B(z1).
Lemma 47. Let ρ be a G-exhaustive strictly plurisubharmonic function on the
local slice model Z = G⋆×//L∆ introduced above. Then there is a unique critical
orbit G · p ⊂ B(z0) for ρ|B(z0) and for each local submanifold ΣZ through p
transversal to the G-orbit G · p the Hessian of ρ|ΣZ is strictly positive and the
orbit is a local isolated minimum locus of ρ in Z.
Proof. The subset B(z0) is a closed submanifold which in turn is a complexified
G-orbit as it is G-equivariantly biholomorphic to G⋆//L. The function ρ is as-
sumed to be a G-exhaustion, so is the function ρ|B(z0), and hence there is a point
p ∈ B(z0) with respect to which ρ|B(z0) is critical. By Lemma 40, the G-orbit
G · p is a local isolated minimum locus of ρ|B(z0). Corollary 42 shows that this
orbit G · p is the only critical orbit of ρ|B(z0) providing the uniqueness assertion
claimed in the lemma. This local minimum locus is of maximal dimension, i.e.
dimRG · p = dimCG
⋆//L = dimCG
⋆ − 1 = dimRG− 1
So this action has a 1-dimensional isotropy group at p. Denote H its identity
component. The group H is compact and therefore isomorphic to S1.
We claim that p is a critical point of ρ : Z → R. In order to see this we first note
that G · p is H-stable. Thus the subspace T = Tp(G · p) is H-stable as well as
V = JT . By construction T ⊕V = TpB(z0). Further we may choose an H-stable
complement W ∼= C to T ⊕ V in TpZ. Keep in mind that the H-representation
on W is non trivial. On the one hand side p is selected to be a critical point
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of ρ|B(z0), so dρ vanishes on T ⊕ V . On the other hand dρ is H-invariant on
W ∼= C hence vanishes on W as well. This shows the claim.
In order to simplify the argumentation we will linearize the setting by pulling
it up to a neighborhood of the origin in TpZ in the next step. There is an H-
equivariant biholomorphism from an open neighborhood of the origin in TpZ
to an open neighborhood of p in Z mapping the origin to p such that the
derivative T0TpZ → TpZ becomes the identity after the natural identification
T0TpZ ∼= TpZ. In the sequel we will argue in TpZ and denote ρ˜ the pullback of
ρ to an open neighborhood of the origin there.
Our purpose is now to show that ρ˜ restricted to V ⊕W has strictly positive
Hessian and the G-orbit is therefore a local isolated minimum locus of ρ. For
this, we will analyse the second order terms of ρ˜ at 0, namely we set
Θ(v1, v2) = v1(v2(ρ˜))0 for v1, v2 ∈ T0TpZ ∼= TpZ
and have to show that the symmetric bilinear form Θ has T as its kernel and
that the restriction Θ|V⊕W is positive.
We denote by Sym2(E) the space of (real) symmetric bilinear forms on a vector
space E and by (E∗1 ⊗¯E
∗
2 ) the space generated by elements of the form e
∗
1⊗¯e
∗
2 =
1
2 (e
∗
1⊗e
∗
2+e
∗
2⊗e
∗
1) ∈ Sym
2(E1⊕E2) where ej ∈ E
∗
j . Note that the decomposition
E =
⊕N
j=1 Ej induces a decomposition
Sym2(E) =
N⊕
j=1
Sym2(Ej)⊕
N⊕
j,k=1
j<k
(
E∗j ⊗¯E
∗
k
)
(15)
If additionally E is an H-representation, we denote the set of invariant elements
in the respective sets by the exponent H , i.e. Sym2(E)H . If E =
⊕
Ej is an
H-invariant decomposition, then the space of invariant symmetric bilinear forms
is the sum of invariant elements with respect to the decomposition (15).
We note that Θ is H-invariant. The aim in the sequel will be to find a de-
composition V = VW ⊕ VN into H-stable subspaces and consequently TW =
J · VW , TN = J · VN such that with respect to the decomposition
TpZ = TW ⊕ TN ⊕ VW ⊕ VN ⊕W
the form Θ decomposes as Θ = ΘW +ΘN with
ΘW ∈ Sym
2(TW ⊕ VW ⊕W )
H and ΘN ∈ Sym
2(TN ⊕ VN )
H
and further all the components Sym2(T )H , (T ∗⊗¯V ∗)H , (T ∗⊗¯W ∗)H of Θ and
hence ΘW vanish while for each of the remaining spaces
Sym2(VW )
H , Sym2(W )H and (V ∗W ⊗¯W
∗)H
of the H-invariant elements we will be able to find a particular form of the
corresponding components of ΘW such that finally we are reduced to an ansatz
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for ΘW with 3 parameters for which we establish the positivity of the Hessian.
Let us start to see that Θ does vanish on T , i.e. that all components of Θ in
Sym2(T )H , (T ∗⊗¯V ∗)H and (T ∗⊗¯W ∗)H vanish. For a given vector v2 ∈ T there
is a fundmental vector field v˜ such that v˜p = v2 ∈ T . But as local G-invariance
reads v˜(ρ) = 0 the linear map Θ( . , v2) vanishes.
Now, define the following H-stable linear subspace.
VN = {v ∈ V | Θ(v, w) = 0 for all w ∈W}
In the easy case where VN = V we may write Θ = ΘN + ΘW with ΘN ∈
Sym2(V )H and ΘW ∈ Sym
2(W )H where the first has positive Hessian accord-
ing to Lemma 40 and ΘW is, due to the H-invariance, just a positive multiple
of the squared modulus on W ∼= C which has positive Hessian.
Now we turn to the case where VN is a proper subspace of V . Since W is of real
dimension 2, the space VN has at most codimension 2 in V . Restricted to V the
bilinear form Θ|V is strictly positive (Lemma 40). Let VW be the orthogonal
complement of VN with respect to Θ|V so that V = VW ⊕ VN . Thus there are
H-invariant bilinear forms ΘW ∈ Sym
2(VW ⊕W )
H and ΘN ∈ Sym
2(VN )
H such
that Θ = ΘW +ΘN .
In order to analyse ΘW observe that there is an element ε ∈ H whose induced en-
domorphism onW coincides with multiplication by i. We choose a non-vanishing
linear map w∗ ∈ W ∗. Since w∗, ε∗w∗ form a (real) basis of W ∗, there are func-
tionals v∗, v˜∗ ∈ V ∗ such that the component ΘM of ΘW in (V
∗
W ⊗¯W
∗) equals
ΘM = v
∗⊗¯w∗ + v˜∗⊗¯ε∗w∗. We think of this expression as the “mixed term”
of Θ. The element ε was chosen such that ε∗ε∗w∗ = −w∗ and the equation
ε∗ΘM = ΘM holds due to H-invariance of ΘM . We calculate
ε∗ΘM = ε
∗v˜∗⊗¯ε∗ε∗w∗ + ε∗v∗⊗¯ε∗w∗
= −ε∗v˜∗⊗¯w∗ + ε∗v∗⊗¯ε∗w∗
= ΘM = v
∗⊗¯w∗ + v˜∗⊗¯ε∗w∗
and conclude v˜∗ = ε∗v∗. This shows
ΘM = v
∗⊗¯w∗ + ε∗v∗⊗¯ε∗w∗ . (16)
Again using the invariance ε∗ΘM = ΘM assuming linear dependence over R
and ΘM 6= 0, i.e. ε
∗v∗ = λ · v∗, leads to the contradiction λ2 = −1, thus VW
is 2-dimensional. In summary, we developped a splitting of T ⊕ V ⊕ W into
subspaces such that the only term of Θ involving both V and W is a multiple
of ΘM , a bilinear form on VW ⊕W .
We now go back to the function ρ˜ having induced the bilinear form Θ. The sec-
ond order terms of ρ˜ with respect to the linear structure on TpZ around the ori-
gin define a function θ : TpZ → R which isH-invariant strictly plurisubharmonic
and induces the same bilinear form. With TW = JVW the subspace TW⊕VW⊕W
is a 3-dimensional complex vector space, TW ⊕ VW ∼= C
2 and W ∼= C, and we
define the H-invariant strictly plurisubharmonic function θW = θ|TW⊕VW⊕W .
We introduce a complex linear coordinate w = s + i · t and (real) linear coor-
dinates x1, x2 on TW inducing complex linear coordinates zj = xj + i · yj on
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TW ⊕ VW . With this the function θW splits into a sum of three functions, the
first depending only on the variables x1, x2, y1, y2, the third depending only on
s, t and the second θM depending on the remaining “mixed terms”. In view of
equation (16) the coordinates can be chosen such that there is a α2 ∈ R such
that
θM = 4α2 · (y1s+ y2t) .
Further we established that θW does not depend on x1 and x2. So H-invariance
forces this term to be a multiple of y21 + y
2
2 . Finally the last term depending
only on s and t has to be a multiple of s2 + t2 again due to H-invariance. In
summary, there are α1, α2, α3 ∈ R such that
θW = 2α1(y
2
1 + y
2
2) + 4α2(y1s+ y2t) + α3(s
2 + t2)
As θW is strictly plurisubharmonic on TW ⊕ VW ⊕W so are the restriction to
both TW ⊕VW and W , so α1 and α3 are positive. We calculate the Levi matrix
with respect to the coordinates z1, z2, w as
L θW =

 α1 0 −i · α20 α1 α2
i · α2 α2 α3


with determinant α1(α1α3 − 2α
2
2) which has to be positive by assumption that
ρ and hence θW are strictly plurisubharmonic. In summary, we know
α1 > 0, α3 > 0 and α1α3 − 2α
2
2 > 0 (17)
Now, we calculate the Hessian retricted to the coordinates y1, s, y2, t
Hess θW =


4α1 4α2 0 0
4α2 2α3 0 0
0 0 4α1 4α2
0 0 4α2 2α3


This matrix is strictly positive if the positivity conditions (17) derived from the
Levi matrix are fulfilled.
The Hessian of the other part θN = θ|VN is strictly positive by Lemma 40,
since the G-orbit is a local isolated minimum locus in B(z0). Finally, the con-
structed decomposition ensures θ = θW + θN , so restricted to a local subman-
ifold transversal to the G-orbit the function θ has in fact a strictly positive
Hessian. Note that this holds for the easy case V = VN as well since in this
case ΘW = α3(s
2 + t2) with α3 > 0. Therefore the G-orbit through p is a local
isolated minimum locus of ρ.
Now, we can use the particular structure of this special local slice model Z =
G⋆ ×//L ∆, namely that it is a manifold and consists of just two complexified
G-orbits, a closed one B(z0) and an open one B(z1).
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Lemma 48. Let G · p0 be the critical orbit in the closed complexified G-orbit
B(z0) in the special local slice model Z = G
⋆ ×//L∆ established in the previous
Lemma 47. This orbit is the only critical and minimal locus and hence a global
minimum locus.
Proof. Let us assume there is a point p1 6∈ G · p0 at which ρ becomes critical.
As G · p0 is the only critical locus of ρ|B(z0) according to Corollary 42 we know
p1 ∈ B(z1). Lemma 41 shows that there is a further critical point q which is
not a local minimum. Again q 6∈ B(z0) by Corollary 42. So the point q lies
in the open complexified G-orbit B(z1). Lemma 40 shows that restricted to a
complexified G-orbit ρ becomes critical only if it becomes locally minimal. This
contradicts the existence of q.
After analysing the behaviour of the function ρ on a special local slice model
the following lemma provides a first decisive link of this special local slice model
to the general local slice model.
Lemma 49. Let ρ : G⋆×//KS → R be a G-exhaustive strictly plurisubharmonic
smooth function and Z = G⋆×//L∆ as in Lemma 47 with B(z1) ⊂ Z the unique
open complexified G-orbit. If ϕ : G⋆ ×//L ∆ → G⋆ ×//K S is a G-equivariant
holomorphic map and if q ∈ ϕ(Z) is a local minimum for ρ|B(q), then q 6∈
ϕ(B(z1)).
The proof is postponed. It consists in pulling back ρ by ϕ and modifying this
pulled back function with another G-exhaustive strictly plurisubharmonic func-
tion η on Z. Assuming that ρ admits a local minimum on a complexified G-orbit
through a point in ϕ(B(z1)) the modified function on Z will have a local isolated
minimum on B(z1). For this we need the following two lemmata.
Recall that a proper G-action on a manifold Z admits to a given point z ∈ Z
a (local) slice Σz which can be characterized as follows. First the slice is a lo-
cal submanifold of Z containing z and which is Gz-stable where Gz denotes
the isotropy group of the G-action at z. Second the tangent space TzZ splits
into Tz(G · z) and TzΣz. When chosen Σz sufficiently small, this induces a G-
equivariant open embedding
G×Gz Σz → Z
[g, σ] 7→ g · σ
Here G×Gz Σz is the quotient of G×Σz with respect to the following (diagonal)
Gz-action.
α : Gz ×G× Σz → G× Σz
(h, (g, σ)) 7→ (g · h−1, h · σ)
Finally, we recall that Σz can be chosen Gz-equivariantly diffeomorphic to a
Gz-stable open neighborhood of the origin of TzΣz with z mapped to the origin.
Lemma 50. Let M and N be manifolds, G act properly on N and let ψ :M →
N be a G-equivariant submersion with ψ(x) = y. Then there are respective slices
Σx and Σy such that the restriction of ψ becomes a Gx-equivariant submersion
θ : Σx → Σy.
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Proof. Observe that G acts properly on M as well. We have to show that there
are linear subspaces V ⊂ TxM and W ⊂ TyN such that V is complementray
to Tx(G · x) and W to Ty(G · y) and the restriction of ψ∗ : TxM → TyN to V
becomes a Gx-equivariant submersion θ : V → W . In order to construct this,
we observe that ψ(G · x) = G · y. Hence the Gx-equivariant map ψ∗ restricts to
a Gx-equivariant submersion ψ∗|Tx(G·x) : Tx(G · x) → Ty(G · y). Denote by E
the kernel of ψ∗|Tx(G·x) which is Gx-stable.
Now choose a Gy-stable linear subspace W ⊂ TyN complementary to Ty(G · y).
The Gx-stable preimage (ψ∗)
−1
(W ) contains E as a Gx-stable linear subspace.
Denote by V a Gx-stable complement to E in (ψ∗)
−1
(W ). The induced re-
stricted map θ : V → W is a Gx-equivariant submersion. Further V is comple-
mentary to Tx(G · x) what finishes the proof.
The next lemma is needed for the proof of Lemma 49 deals with modifying a
function “in fiber direction” when only having an isolated minimum transversal
to the fibers.
Lemma 51. Let the Lie group G act properly on the manifolds M and N and
ϕ :M → N be a smooth, G-equivariant submersion with ϕ(p) = q. Furthermore
let η :M → R and ρ : N → R be G-invariant smooth functions such that G ·q is
a local isolated minimum locus of ρ and G · p is a local isolated minimum locus
of the restricted function η|ϕ−1(G·q). Then for each G-stable neighborhood U of
p there is a G-stable open neighborhood V ⊂ U and a δ > 0 such that for every
t ∈ (0, δ) the function ρt = ϕ
∗ρ + t · η attains a local isolated minimum on a
G-orbit in V .
Proof. By the previous Lemma 50 there are slices Σp and Σq for the G-action
at p and q respectively and a Gp-equivariant submersion θ : Σp → Σq. In
this setting ρ0 = ρ|Σq has a local isolated minimum at q. Let η0 = η|Σp . The
restricted function η0|ϕ−1(q) has a local isolated minimum at p. For simplicity we
assume the local minima to be global after further shrinking of Σp and Σq and
ρ0(q) = η0(p) = 0. We choose an open neighborhood Ω ⊂ Σp which is relatively
compact in Σp and ∂Ω its boundary in Σp. The function θ
∗ρ0 is positive on
∂Ω\θ−1(q) while η0 is positive on ∂Ω∩ θ
−1(q). Due to continuity of θ∗ρ0 and η0
the set ∂Ω can be covered by open sets Wα such that on each set Wα at least
one of the functions θ∗ρ0 and η0 is positive. Hence for eachWα there is a δα > 0
such that for each t ∈ (0, δα) the function ρˆt = ρ0 ◦ θ+ t ·η0 is positive. As ∂Ω is
compact, we may pass to a finite subcover Wαi of ∂Ω and set δ = mini δαi > 0.
Then ρˆt is positive for all t ∈ (0, δ) on ∂Ω. But as ρt(p) = 0 and min∂Ω ρt > 0
the minimum is attained in Ω. So for each G-stable open neighborhood of G · p
there is a δ > 0 such that ρt = ϕ
∗ρ + t · η attains a local minimum on some
G-orbit in this neighborhood.
Proof of Lemma 49. Recall that first there is a special local slice model Z =
G⋆ ×//L ∆ given (compare Lemma 47). There are points z0, z1 ∈ Z such that
Z decomposes into a closed complexified G-orbit B(z0) = G
⋆ ×//L {0} and a
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complementary open complexified G-orbit B(z1). Second there is a local slice
model Y = G⋆ ×//K S and a G-equivariant holomorphic map
ϕ : G⋆ ×//L ∆→ G⋆ ×//K S .
Note that ϕ|B(z1) is automatically submersive to its image due toG-equivariance.
Thus ϕ(B(z1)) is a local submanifold of Y . By assumption there is aG-exhaustive
strictly plurisubharmonic function ρ on Y attaining a local minimum at q ∈ Y .
We aim to show that the point q is not contained in ϕ(B(z1)) and therefore
assume the contrary q ∈ ϕ(B(z1)). Lemma 45 provides the existence of a G-
exhaustive strictly plurisubharmonic function on Z which we denote η. The
G-stable set W = ϕ−1(G · q) ⊂ Y is closed, such that η attains a minimum
at some point p. Without restriction we may choose p ∈ ϕ−1(q). Further with-
out restriction we may add to η a G-invariant smooth function χ having G · p
as local isolated minimum locus such that the modified G-invariant function
stays strictly plurisubharmonic and G-exhaustive. For simplicity we denote this
modified function again by η. Lemma 51 shows that for a G-stable neighbor-
hood of p in B(z1) there is a δ > 0 such that for each t ∈ (0, δ) the function
ρt = ϕ
∗ρ + t · η has a G-orbit as a local minimum locus in that neighborhood.
Additionally, this function is strictly plurisubharmonic as a sum of a plurisub-
harmonic and a strictly plurisubharmonic function and as η is G-exhaustive, so
is ρt. Choose t0 ∈ (0, δ) and let G · p0 be this local minimum locus in B(z1) for
the function ρt0 . As above we may modify ρt0 slightly such that the modified
function is strictly plurisubharmonic and G-exhaustive and additionally has the
orbit G ·p0 as a local isolated minimum locus. Since p0 ∈ B(z1), this contradicts
Lemma 48 and shows that q 6∈ ϕ(B(z1)).
Lemma 52. Let Y = G⋆ ×//K S be a local slice model and ρ a G-exhaustive
strictly plurisubharmonic function with corresponding momentum map µ. Let
π : Y → Y//G be the analytic Hilbert quotient. Then for all c ∈ R we have for
Uc = {y ∈ X | ρ < c}
1. π(Uc) is open
2. π(Uc) = π(Uc ∩M) where M = µ
−1(0) and
3. π−1(π(Uc)) = {y ∈ Y | B(y) intersects Uc}
= {y ∈ Y | B(y) intersects Uc ∩M}
holds.
Proof. For a given set Uc let U
B
c be the set of all points whose complexified
G-orbit intersets Uc. First we will show that U
B
c is open. In fact, U
B
c is the
smallest set containing Uc such that for all open subsets W ⊂ U
B
c such that
given ξ ∈ Lie(G) such that ϕξt (W ) ⊂ Y implies ϕ
ξ
t (W ) ⊂ U
B
c . Hence U
B
c is
open.
Now we will prove that UBc is π-saturated. Proposition 31 states that a π-fiber
F is the disjoint union of a unique closed complexified G-orbit E and non-
closed complexified G-orbits Bi and E ⊂ ∂Bi for all i. As ρ restricted to F is
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a G-exhaustion, the minimum is attained but not attained on each non-closed
complexified G-orbit Bi. From this we conclude
inf
B
ρ = min
E
ρ (18)
Hence the set B is contained in UBc if and only if E ⊂ U
B
c , thus either the
fiber F is entirely contained in UBc or the sets are disjoint. Hence U
B
c is π-
saturated. Therefore π(Uc) is open, since π
−1(π(Uc)) = U
B
c is open. With the
above notation for Bi and E, we obtain π(Uc∩B) = π(Uc∩E) = π(Uc∩M).
Proof of Theorem 46. In the first part of the proof we show that a G-exhaus-
tive strictly plurisubharmonic function ρ cannot become critical, and therefore
also not minimal, on a non-closed complexified G-orbit in a local slice model
Y = G⋆ ×//K S. Assume the contrary, i.e. let B ⊂ Y be a non-closed com-
plexified G-orbit in Y with critical point p ∈ B of ρ. Introduce the projection
πK : G
⋆ × S → Y and set p = πK(γ, s). Proposition 28 shows that there is a
non-closed complexified K-orbit BS ⊂ S such that π
−1
K (B) = G
⋆ × BS . Recall
S can be realized as an open Runge subset of a K-representation V constructed
as S = {v ∈ V | νV (v) < c} for some K-invariant strictly plurisubharmonic
exhaustion νV on V . Since BS is not closed the Hilbert Lemma (cf. for example
[Kra84, III.2.4]) shows that there is an element k ∈ K and subgroup L ⊂ K
isomorphic to S1 with an induced group homomorphism λC : C∗ ∼= LC → KC
such that the following holds. The C∗-orbit through s0 = k · s closes up in a
single fixed point of the C∗-action and this closure is a 1-dimensional complex
subspace of V , in particular limt→−∞ λ
C(et)s0 exists. Define Ω = S ∩C∗ ·s0. As
the map t 7→ νV (λ
C(et)s0) is strictly convex, Ω is a connected 1-dimensional
(reduced) complex space, admitting an L-action with a single closed complexi-
fied L-orbit, namely a fixed point of L, and an open complexified L-orbit. We
may normalize Ω to ∆ which is L-equivariant and so ∆ is L-equivariant bi-
holomorphic to the unit disk in C with L acting non trivially and linearly on
C. The L-equivariant holomorphic map ∆ → S induces a G-equivariant holo-
morphic map ϕ : G⋆ ×//L ∆ → G⋆ ×//K S with the local minimum point p
of ρ in the image, since πK(γ, s) = πK(γ · h
−1, h · s). Let z0, z1 be two points
in the special local slice model Z = G⋆ ×//L ∆. We have Z = B(z0)∪˙B(z1)
where B(z0) = G
⋆×//L {0} is closed and B(z1) its open complement. Restricted
to the open complexified G-orbit B(z1) the map ϕ becomes a G-equivariant
holomorphic submersion onto its image in the complexified G-orbit G⋆×//K BS
in G⋆ ×//K S, since for each y in the image of ϕ the tangent space Ty(G · y)
spans the complex tangent space to the complexified G-orbit. Lemma 49 gives a
contradiction to p being in the image of ϕ(B(z1)). Thus we showed that ρ does
not become critical on a non-closed complexified G-orbit.
On the other hand, the existence of two distinct G-orbits in a closed G-orbit
B ⊂ Y on which ρ becomes critical is excluded by Corollary 42.
In summary for every fiber F of π : Y → Y//G the function ρ|F has to become
minimal and critical on the unique closed complexified G-orbit B. On this com-
plexified G-orbit ρ|B becomes critical exactly in a single G-orbit. Exactly on this
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set ρ|F becomes minimal. On the non-closed complexified G-orbits in F in turn
the function ρ does not become critical at all. Thus the map ϕ :M/G→ Y//G
induced from the inclusion M →֒ Y is a bijection.
We are left to show that ϕ is a homeomorphism. Observe that ϕ is continuous
by construction. Given a convergent sequence zn ∈ Y//G Lemma 52 shows that
there is a c < supY ρ defining the G-stable open set Uc = {y ∈ Y | ρ(y) < c}
and the G-stable set Mc = Uc ∩M and there are points yn ∈ Mc such that
π(yn) = zn. As ρ is a G-exhaustion, Uc/G is relatively compact in Y/G. Hence
p(Mc) is relatively compact in M/G. Therefore by possibly passing to a sub-
sequence p(yn) converges in M/G. By construction p(yn) = ϕ
−1(zn), hence ϕ
is open and therefore a homeomorphism.
5.2 Local biholomorphism to local analytic Hilbert quo-
tient
As mentioned in the introduction we endow the symplectic reduction M/G
with a structure sheaf OM/G in the following way. Denote by p : M → M/G
the quotient map. Then for an open subset Q ⊂ M/G the space of sections
OM/G(Q) consists of those maps f : Q → C such that p
∗f : p−1(Q) → C
extends to a holomorphic function on some neighborhood of p−1(Q) ⊂ Y . So
(M/G,OM/G) is a ringed space.
Lemma 53. Let Y = G⋆×//K S be a local slice model, ρ a G-exhaustive strictly
plurisubharmonic function inducing a Ka¨hler form ω, a momentum map µ and
the zero levelM = µ−1(0). Let V ⊂ Y be an open subset such thatMV =M∩V
is G-stable and let f : V → C be a holomorphic function such that f |MV is G-
invariant. Then there is a unique holomorphic function h on U = π−1(π(MV ))
which is constant on the π-fibers such that f |MV = h|MV holds.
Proof. For x ∈MV choose a local slice model Y0 = G
⋆×//K0 S0 ⊂ V around x.
Let A be the smallest closed analytic subset in Y0 containingM0 =M∩ Y0 ⊂ V .
This set A is G-stable and in particular contains all closed complexified G-orbits
in Y0 which intersect M0. The restriction f |A is G-invariant and therefore the
restriction f |AS to the K0-stable intersection AS = A∩S0 is K0-invariant. Since
S0 is a Stein manifold, f |AS extends to S0 holomorphically. This extension
can be made K0-invariant by averaging. We may consider this function as a
holomorphic function on the quotient S0//K0. Via the identification Y0//G ∼=
S0//K0 the function can be pulled back to a G-invariant holomorphic function
h0 on Y0. On A and hence on M0 the functions f and h0 coincide.
This process can be made for every point in MV . Since the extensions are
unique, these extensions glue together to a G-invariant holomorphic function on
a G-stable neighborhood V0 ⊂ U ofMV , in particular this function is constant
on the π|V0 -fibers. This function extends uniquely to a function h : U → C which
is constant on the π-fibers and coincides with f on MV . We claim that this
function is holomorphic. In order to see this let W ⊂ V consists of those points
w which are mapped by π to a non-singular point such that the derivative π∗
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at w has full rank. This set W is the union of complexified G-orbits and V \W
is a proper analytic subset. Restricted to W the map π is submersive to its
image. The set of points at which h is not holomorphic is a union of connected
components of π-fibers. But for any point w ∈ W each connected component
of the complexified orbit B(w) intersects V0. Thus h|W is holomorphic and
continuous on V hence holomorphic on V .
Lemma 54. Let Y = G⋆×//K S be a local slice model, ρ a G-exhaustive strictly
plurisubharmonic function inducing a Ka¨hler form ω, a momentum map µ and
the zero level M = µ−1(0). Then the homeomorphism ϕ :M/G→ Y//G estab-
lished in Theorem 46 induces an isomorphism of the sheaves OM/G and OY//G.
Proof. Restriction induces a sheaf morphism OY//G → ϕ∗OM/G in a trivial way.
In order to show that this is an isomorphism we will define an inverse. Recall
the notation of the quotient maps p : M → M/G and π : Y → Y//G. For an
open set R ⊂ Y//G we set Q = ϕ−1(R). An element in ϕ∗OM/G(R) is given by
an open subset V ⊂ Y such that MV = M∩ V is G-stable and p(MV ) = Q
together with a holomorphic function f : V → C which is G-invariant on MV .
Recall that R = π(MV ) and denote U = π
−1(R). On this saturated open set
there is a unique holomorphic function h : U → C constant on the π-fibers
which coincides with f on MV (Lemma 53). This holomorphic function can be
seen as an element of OY//G(R). By this extension process the sheaf morphism
ϕ∗OM/G → OY//G is defined which is inverse to the sheaf morphism arising from
restriction. Thus with these structure sheaves the homeomorphism ϕ becomes
a biholomorphism.
Now we will summarize the partial results to prove the central Theorem 2. It
states that each point x ∈ M admits a G-stable neighborhood U such that with
MU =M∩ U there is an induced homeomorphism ϕ : MU/G→ U//G which
induces an isomorphism between the sheaves OMU/G and OU//G.
Proof of Theorem 2. For a given a point x ∈ M Theorem 34 provides a neigh-
borhood Y isomorphic to a local slice model with quotient map π : Y → Y//G.
Theorem 3 implies the existence of a local potential ρ on Y . For a given point
there is a π-saturated open neighborhood U ⊂ Y of x such that π(U) ⊂ Y//G
is relatively compact and Runge. Then there is a G-stable open neighborhood
V of M ∩ U such that V/G is relatively compact in Y/G. Lemma 44 shows
that there is a strictly plurisubharmonic G-exhaustion ρ˜ with ρ˜|V = ρ|V in-
ducing a momentum zero level M˜ with M˜ ∩ U = M∩ U . The induced map
ϕ˜ : M˜/G→ Y//G is shown to be a homeomorphism (Theorem 46) inducing an
isomorphism of sheaves (Lemma 54). Its restriction
ϕ :MU/G→ ϕ(MU/G) = π(U) ⊂ Y//G (19)
is a homeomorphism inducing an isomorphism of sheaves making MU/G a
reduced normal complex space in a natural way. According to Lemma 53 a G-
invariant holomorphic function on U is uniquely given by its restriction to MU
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and in particular constant on the π-fibers. Therefore π(U) = U//G, hence
ϕ :MU/G→ U//G
is a biholomorphism.
Theorem 1 stating that (M/G,OM/G) is a reduced normal complex space is
now a consequence of Theorem 2.
Proof of Theorem 1. Theorem 2 shows that (M/G,OM/G) is locally biholo-
morphic to a reduced normal complex space. Since M/G is a Hausdorff space
due to the properness of the action, the entire space arises from gluing reduced
normal complex spaces.
6 Ka¨hler structure on symplectic reduction
In this section we will show that the symplectic reductionM/G inherits a Ka¨hler
structure.
The space X and hence the momentum zero level M can be given a strati-
fication into smooth parts if we compound all points of M having the same
isotropy group H ⊂ G up to conjugation in a stratum SH ⊂M. The sets SH/G
induce a stratification of the symplectic reductionM/G into smooth parts. The
restrictions p|SH : SH → SH/G are fiber bundles. We call this the stratification
by G-orbit type.
The situation of the Ka¨hler form on each stratum SH/G is rather simple. To
expain this, choose a stratum S = SH and for some point x ∈ S ⊂ M restrict
the bilinear form ωx to TxS. The vector space TxS splits into Tx(G · x) and
TxS∩JTxS, where J denotes the complex structure. The form is non-degenerate
on the latter (complex) linear space while Tx(G ·x) is the kernel of the restricted
form. Thus given any local section σ to pS : S → S/G the pullback σ
∗ω is
closed and non-degenerate, hence symplectic. Furthermore σ∗ω = ddcσ∗ρ, since
σ∗dcρ = dcσ∗ρ, thus σ∗ω is a Ka¨hler form on S/G. In order to define a Ka¨hler
structure on the usually singular complex spaceM/G across the strata we have
the following definition.
Definition 55. A Ka¨hler structure on a complex space is given by an open cov-
ering {Uα} and strictly plurisubharmonic functions ρα on Uα such that ρα − ρβ
is pluriharmonic on Uα∩Uβ, i.e. locally the real part of some holomorphic func-
tion. A plurisubharmonic function ρ is said to be strictly plurisubharmonic if
the plurisubharmonicity is stable under perturbation, i.e. if for each smooth
function h and each relatively compact open set U there is a δ > 0 such that
ρ+ t · h is plurisubharmonic for all t with |t| < δ on U .
Remark. The different notions of plurisubharmonicity across singularities are
known to coincide ([FN80]).
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It cannot be hoped that the induced functions ρα on M/G are smooth even if
ω is smooth on X and G is connected. Consider the simple example ([HHL94])
of the S1-representation on C2, (t, z1, z2) 7→ (tz1, t
−1z2) with (analytic) Hilbert
quotient π : C2 → C2//S1. The quotient can be realized by the biholomorphism
ψ : C2//S1 → C, [z1, z2] 7→ z1z2. The function ρ(z1, z2) = |z1|
2 + |z2|
2 defines
an S1-invariant strictly plurisubharmonic function on C2 inducing ω, µ and
M = {(z1, z2) ∈ C
2 | |z1| = |z2|}. Hence there is a function θ : C→ R such that
θ ◦ ψ ◦ π|M = ρ|M. But θ(w) = 2|w| is not differentiable.
Corollary 4 states the existence of a Ka¨hler form in the sense of the above
Definition 55.
Proof of Corollary 4. For every point in the momentum zero levelM there is a
local slice model with a G-invariant potential (Theorem 34). Let M =
⋃
Yα be
a covering of M by local slice models Yα with G-invariant potentials ρα. This
provides a cover of M/G by open sets Zα = p(Yα ∩M). Restricted to Yα ∩M
the function ρα is continuous and G-invariant, thus pushes down to continuous
functions ρZα : Zα → R, i.e. ρ
Z
α ◦p = ρα on Yα∩M. We claim that these functions
ρZα form the Ka¨hler structure.
First we show that these functions glue together in the expected way. For a
point x ∈ M ∩ Yα ∩ Yβ choose a G-stable neighborhood Ω ⊂ Yα ∩ Yβ such
that π(Ω) = π(M∩ Ω) and every complexified G-orbit closes up in M. This
is possible just by choosing a local slice model Ω0 ⊂ Yα ∩ Yβ around x and
setting Ω = π−1(π(M ∩ Ω0)). The difference δ = ρα − ρβ is pluriharmonic
and G-invariant thus Jv˜(δ) is constant on each π-fiber for all v ∈ Lie(G). By
construction Jv˜(δ)|M∩Ω = 0 and each fiber intersectsM∩Ω, thus the derivatives
Jv˜(δ) vanishes and hence δ is constant on each π-fiber. Locally δ is the real part
of some holomorphic function f which has to be constant on the π-fibers as
well. This function is the pullback of a holomorphic function g on an open
subset around π(x). Here ρZα − ρ
Z
β is the real part of g. Thus the functions ρ
Z
α
glue together in the desired way.
It remains to show that ρZα defines a strictly plurisubharmonic function on Zα.
In the sequel we will drop the index. The stratification by G-orbit type induces
a stratification on M/G. As explained above in this section on each stratum
the functions ρZ are known to be strictly plurisubharmonic. We claim that
their extensions across the strata are strictly plurisubharmonic. We may check
plurisubharmonicity by pulling back the functions via a holomorphic map from
the unit disk ([FN80]). There, they extend to subharmonic functions. This result
is shown in a much more general setting in [GR56].
Finally in order to see that ρ is strictly plurisubharmonic choose for some point
y ∈ M ∩ Y a relatively compact open subset UY ⊂ Y . Its image UZ = π(UY )
is open and relatively compact. Let h be a smooth function on Z. There is
some δ > 0 such that ρt = ρ + t · π
∗h is strictly plurisubharmonic on UY for
all |t| < δ since ρ is strictly plurisubharmonic. Moreover, as these functions ρt
are G-invariant and strictly plurisubharmonic, they define momentum maps µt
on Y and µ−1t (0) = M∩ Y holds. Therefore the pushed down functions equal
ρZ + t · h. By the same arguments as above, they are plurisubharmonic. Hence
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ρZ is strictly plurisubharmonic on Z which finishes the proof.
7 Examples without invariant potential
Finally we give examples where there is no G-invariant potential. We found
cases for a solvable group and semisimple groups.
7.1 Examples with large isotropy group
Recall that given a (real) manifold M with a proper action of G, a closed G-
invariant 2-form τ with momentum map ν, this setting can be complexified
to a “Stein extension” in the following way. There is a Stein G-manifold X , a
G-invariant Ka¨hler form ω and a momentum map µ on X and a totally real
embedding i : M → X with dimRM = dimCX such that τ = i
∗ω and ν = i∗µ
([Str01]). The idea is that given a G-invariant potential ρ the restriction of the
1-form dcρ to M is a G-invariant 1-form β with dβ = τ . But if the isotropy
group is “too large”, there is no non-vanishing invariant 1-form.
Proposition 56. Let K be a compact subgroup of G, τ a non-vanishing G-
invariant 2-form with momentum map ν on M = G/K. The group K acts on
the cotangent space T ∗[e]M where e is the neutral element of G and [e] ∈ G/K
its image under the projection. If the only K-fixed point in T ∗[e]M is 0, then M
admits no G-invariant 1-form β with dβ = τ and therefore the complexification
of M admits no G-invariant potential.
Proof. Given a G-invariant 1-form β then βe = 0 in T
∗
[e]M and by G-invariance
β = 0. Since τ is not vanishing entirely, dβ 6= τ .
From this observation we obtain explicit examples.
7.2 Case of semisimple groups
Let G = SU(n, 1) act by holomorphic transformations transitively on the ball
B = {x ∈ Cn | ‖x‖ < 1} with isotropy K = SU(n). The Ka¨hler form τ
corresponding to the Bergman metric is kept invariant by G and is exact. By
construction of the metric one can see that τ admits a momentum map ν. The
only fixed point of the K-action on T0B is 0. Now consider B as a real manifold
and let X be a Stein extension. All conditions of Proposition 56 are satisfied,
so there is no G-invariant potential on the complexified spaces.
7.3 Case of solvable groups
Let G be the group of isometries of R2 with euclidean metric, G = S1 ⋉ R2,
and extend the action to C2 such that G acts by holomorphic transformations.
Within the standard coordinates on C2, zi = xi + iyi, the Ka¨hler form
ω = dx1 ∧ dy1 + dx2 ∧ dy2
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is G-invariant. We fix a basis for the Lie algebra Lie(G)
∂
∂x1
,
∂
∂x2
,
∂
∂ϕ
= x2
∂
∂x1
− x1
∂
∂x2
+ y2
∂
∂y1
− y1
∂
∂y2
.
The Lie algebra structure with respect to this basis is given by[
∂
∂ϕ
,
∂
∂x1
]
=
∂
∂x2[
∂
∂ϕ
,
∂
∂x2
]
= −
∂
∂x1[
∂
∂x1
,
∂
∂x2
]
= 0
We have
ı ∂
∂xi
ω = dyi
ı ∂
∂ϕ
ω = x2dy1 − y2dx1 − x1dy2 + y1dx2
= d(−x1y2 + x2y1)
If µ is a momentum map, then
µ
∂
∂xi = yi + ci
µ
∂
∂ϕ = x2y1 − x1y2 + c
for some constants c1, c2, c ∈ R. Equivariance of µ gives ıv˜dµ
w = µ[v,w] for all
v, w ∈ Lie(G). This implies
ı ∂
∂ϕ
dµ
∂
∂x1 = y2 = y2 + c2
and therefore c2 = 0 and analogously c1 = 0. This shows that for each c ∈ R
there is a momentum map µc.
The function
ρ0 =
1
2
(y21 + y
2
2)
is a G-invariant potential for µ0. Suppose there is a potential ρc for µc. Then
δ = ρc − ρ0 is a G-invariant pluriharmonic function. Since δ is R
2-invariant and
pluriharmonic, there are constants a, a1, a2 such that δ = a1y1 + a2y2 + a. The
S1-invariance applied to δ shows that dδ(0) = 0, thus δ is constant.
This shows that for µc, c 6= 0, there is no invariant potential.
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